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EKLY NEW ERA..
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR HOI K1NSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1903
WILL SEND TROOPS
TO TAKE CHARCE OF
PANAMA.
A Formal Declaration of War
By Marroquin Is
IP Expected.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 26.—Upon
he ratification by Panama of the ca-
nal treaty the Ninth and Sixteenth
regiments of infantry, now at Fts.
Madison and Slocum, in New York,
and McPherson, in Georgia, and the
Twenty-eighth Mountain battery
will be sent to take possession of
PRESIDENT MARROQUI N.
Panama and Colon and the several
islands given into the keeping of
%live United States. The purpose
to free the naval forces from
hr
p.
1
responsibi:ity of preserving or-
on land, and possibly making
necessary to keep ships in lath-
, miankaters longer than intended.
Should Colombia attempt to send
troops overland to the revolted state
the United States will not wait for
the ratification of the treaty.
The feeling is growing that Co-
lombia will declare war against the
United States, but no develop-
ment is expected before the arrival
of Gen. Reyes and his fellow com-
manders. It is expected that after
he has been given official informa-
tion there can be no backward step
on Panama, and advises Bogota to
that effect, a declaration of war will
be made by the Marroquin govern-
ment, chiefly for the purpose of iav-
bac ing itself from downfall, and not
10with any idea of doing any fighting.
JOHN P 
1C3IKILIESE'IS,
4111WF in 11250 and Trip to Cali-
Imo. ._ torn's'.
County Court Clerk John p.
Nsi 
Prowse, of this city, won a cash prize
of $260 given by the Louisville Her-
ald to the one making the nearest
guess before August 1 of the number
of votes cast for the successful can-
didate for governor in the Novem-
ber election. His guess was 229,008.
He also will be given a trip to Cali-
fornia, and a week at Monterey,
with all expenses paid.
The first prize will be divided be-
tween two men—William Frye,
rural route No. 2, Station E, Louis-
ville, and E. G. Pierce, of Albany,
ky. Both Mr. Pierce and Mr. Frye
guessed 229,014, the exact number of
votes received by Gov. Reckham,
and these men will enjoy the distinc-
tion of being the best estimators in
Kentucky.
The first prize of $4,000 will be
equally divided, as provided by the
terms of the contest, and each man
will receive a certified oheck for
$200.
•
do,
• QUIET TIP FOR HIS HIGHNESS THE TURK.
'Ti, earl, friend tusk, that you must die.
But ii you'll prove in leaving
The oAateueent that "The good die young,"
We'll try to bear our grieving.
14, PERSONAL qr
t (From Thursday's Daily.) :
Mrs. John Y. Owsley left this morn-
ing for Henderson to visit the family
of her brother, Mr. Thomas W. Buck-
ner.
Mills Susie White, of Cadiz, is the
guest of Mrs. James 0. Cook.
Miss Grace Wood returned last
night from a visit to Miss Annie
Buokner at New Providence, Tenn.
Mrs. Edgar Cayce, of Bowling
Green, who has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Evans, on East
Seventh street, returned home Wed-
nesday.
Judge Charles Emery, of Hopkins-
vine, is in the city.—Paducah News-
Democrat.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. Frank H. Bassett spent yes-
terday in Clarksville.
Prison Commissioner George Ven-
able Green is in the city.
Mr. W. R. Thompson, who has
been sick for some
ing.
BURGLAR SEASON
18 USHERED IN BY COLD
WEATHER.
Keep Your Money In Bank
and Doors Securely
Locked.
Of course. you are able to take care
of your money and valuables. You
do not need a warning. But there is
always the other fellow who is care-
less. This is the burglar season, also
the harvest time of the hold-up man
and the housebreaker. The science
of it has not been entirely explained,
but stealing seems to be more popu-
lar just when winter begins to drawtime, is irnprov-
near.
It is a great satisfaction, when the
midnight intruder awakens you with
a dig of the muzzle of a wicked gun,
to be able to talk truthfully. Few
men are skillful liars wi.en the
chills are are running up and down
their opines. If you can tell the
burglar that you have no money,
or only a few dollars in the house,
and it is true, you will probably get
off with the loss of a few household
valuables and your watch, and you'll
be mighty glad that you kept your
spare money in a bank instead of
hidden under the carpet or tucked
behind a picture on the wall.
And it is as well to keep the doors
barred and the windows locked.
Locks and bars will not keep an ex-
pert thief out, but there are few ex-
pert thieves. Most of the crooks are
bunglers. They are ignorant and
clumsy. They are amateurs, too,
and it does not require much in the
way of obstructions to discourage
them in their efforts at housebreak-
ing.
It is good policy to keep your
money in the bank, and your watch
out of sight, bolt the doors of your
house and forget that burglars exist.
3,554 ARE KILLED
Report of Railroad Fatalities
In 1903.-450)77 Injured.
Accident bulletin No. 8, of the In-
terstate Commercial Commission
shows that for the year ending June
30, 1903, the railroads of the United
States killed 3,5.54 persons and injur-
gezi 45,977. Casualities numbering 49,-
581 cost tbe railroads $9,596,977, as
compared with $7,64-6,406 for the pre-
vious year. In the last year the
number of deaths exceeded those of
the year before by 735 and the inju-
ries by 6,179.
FITZ ON
I (Special to New Era.)
BAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Nov. 26.
—Robert Fitzsimmons, the tall,
gawky Cornishman, last night de-
feated George Gardner before the
Yosemite Athletic club in Mechanics'
Pavilion in the presence of 6,000
spectators.
A Scientific Discovery.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does for the
stomach that which it is unable to
do for itself, even when but slightly
disordered or overloaded. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure supplies the natural
juices of digestion and does the work
of thestomach, relaxing the nervous
tension, while the inflamed muscles
of that organ are allowed to rest and
heal. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat and enables the stom-
ach and digestive organs to tranform
all food into rich, red blood. Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
4:1 .A.E11 1 1C)
Bars the . The Kind You Have Always Bought
Signature
of
Aged Citizen Passes Away.
Capt. J. W. Martin, one of Trigg
county's leading citizens, died at his
home near Chewning, in the southern
part of the county, says the Cadiz
Record. He had been sick several
months, and his death was due to
cancer of the stomach and other com-
plications. Capt. Martin was born
in Georgia sixty-three year ago, the
13th of last June. In early life he
moved to Trigg county, where he has
since lived.
Mrs. Herchal Potter left today for
Bowling Green after a visit to Mrs.
Walter Lackey.
VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 8
NEXT LEGISLATURE
ABOUT AS MANY FARM-
ERS AS LAWYERS.
Rev. Mr. Edwards, Christian-
Hopk ins District, Only
Preacher.
The Courier-Journal of a recent
date a list of the men who will
constitute the next general assembly
of Kentucky, and the vocaticn of
same. While the vocations of some
were not given the News has ex-
amined the list carefully and finds
that the various walks of life will be
pretty much represented in this body
as given below.
There will be just about as many
farmers as lawyers, the former num-
bering 28 and the latter 80. The ma-
jority of those whose vocations are
not given reside in small towns and
villages, and it is highly probable
that a complete list would show that
there are a few more farmers than
lawyers. Merchants are third with
ten and teachers fourth with six.
One legisiator is put down as "retir-
ed" and one gives his occupation as
';trader"not specifying any particular
kind of trade. Several are designated
as tobacco dealers, some in conjunc-
tion with some other trade or profes-
sion. There will be one hotelkeeper,
one capitalist, one opera house man-
ager, one magistrate. one drummer,
and one law student, J. T. Pride, of
Morganfleld, who is twenty-four
years of age, just within the consti-
tutional limit as to age, who will
doubtless have the distinction of be-
in; the youngest member of the leg-
islature. There are two distillers
and one wholesale liquor dealer. The
Rev. Edwards, who represents the
counties of Christian and Hopkins
in the senate, is the only minister.
There are three insurance agents and
one real estate agent.,
So far as the political complexion
of the legislature is concerned, the
Democrats will have on joint ballot
a majority of seventy-sir, the largest
in many years. The lower house
will be mace up of sixty-seven Dem-
ocrats and twenty-four Republicans,
while the senate is Democratic by a
vote of thirty-one to seven.—Todd
County News.
"When .weary of life and all its
scenes," there is every chance that
you need a digestive tonic. There's
nothing that will put blue glasses be-
fore a man's eyes quicker than indi-
gestion. Take Walther's Peptonized
Port, one of the good digestive tonics
Simply port wine and pepsin, both of
which your physician will tell you
are invaluable to the digestion.
Patent medicines of unknown for-
mula are dangerous to experiment
with.
Walther's Peptonized Port will do
the work if anything will.
You can get it of Anderson & Fow-
ler and J. 0. Cook.
Small size 60c, small size $1.
Disastrous Wrecks.
Carelessness is responsible for
many a railway wreck and the same
causes are making human wrecks of
sufferers from throat and lung trou-
bles. But since the advent of Dr.
King's New Discovery for consump-
tion, coughs and colds, even the
worst cases can be cured, and hope-
less resignation is no longer neces-
sary. Mrs. Lois Cragg of Dorches-
ter, Mass., is one of msny whose life
was saved by Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. This great remedy is guar-
anteed for all throat and lung dis-
eases by L. L. Elgin and Cook & Hig-
gins, druggists. Price 50e and $1.00.
Trial bottles free.
Mr. N. A. Barnett arrived last
night from Murray to spend several
days with his family.
Mrs. W. A. Wilson left this morn-
ing for Cadiz where she will visit the
family of Judge G. B. Bingham.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 26.—
President Roosevelt has sent to the
senate for confirmation the name of
Charles E. Mann to be postmaster at
Pembroke, Ky., which was not long
since raised to the presidential class.
$8 PER BARREL
Annual Assessment of Corn
Juice For Taxation.
The state board of valuation and
assessment has made the annual as-
sessment of whisky for the purposes
of taxation, fixing it at $8 per barrel.
This is the same figure fixed last
3'ean
SaRve
For Piles. Burns, Sore I.
The Right Place
TO BUY
Fall and Winter
Dry Goods
Is At T. M. Jones.
The largest and best assorted stock in the city.
BLACK DRESS GOODS IN ALL
THE NEWEST WEAVES.
Scotch Suiting, Fancy Suiting, Banclas Neptunus Cloth,
Ziberleans, Broadcloths. Headquarters for
Cloaks! Underwear! Hosiery!
Carpets,Rugs,Mattings, Linoleum
Every line is full, up-to-date. I invite careful inspec-
tion of my immense stock.
T. M. JONES.
Main St., HopKinsville, Ky.
Don't be late
and let your neighbor get all of the good things in
our cheap book sale. Remember,
$1.0 books go at 75c
$1 books at 50c 50c books at 25
25c books go at 12 1-2c.
Only one book of a kind in this Drummer's Sample lot and at
these prices they will go like hot cakes. You can find almost
every kind of book you want in this lot, from the newest copy-
right book of fiction to the child's ABC. A few of the lot are
Man in the Calmet Cloak,
Silver Poppy, Kindred of he Wild,
Rough Rider, Gordon Keith,
Call of he Wild, Mettle of 'he Pasture
Gentleman of the South, Soul of Black Folk, Lightning Conduc-
tor, Grey Cloak ana lots of lots of new books too numerous to
mention in an ad of this kind. Come and get your Christmas
books out of the lot.
Sale Begins Monday, Nov. 30th,
Hopper
Ca Kitchen.
PEMBROKE I See Chastain for spectacles. AtMrs. Hille's store. dvickslino1 „...,
Two nice upstairs rooms for rent.
Suitable for offices or sleeping rooms.POSTMASTER
I Nov. 24, 1903. W. P. Winfree.
.
d6t.
A String
On It.
When you buy 'a bottle of
ELGIN'S
White Pine and
Tar Cough Syrup
FOR 25c,
you have a string fastened to
your money, and you keep
hold of the other end. If it
fails to give satisfaction,
Pull the string,
the money
comes haat.
• • •
•••••••••,•••••
•4. •
oisminalIbmr 
AFTER MANY YEARS
BROTHERS ARE UNITED
IN HOPKINBVILLE.
The following despatch from Wau-
sau, Wis., appears in the Louisville
Courier-Joureal:
"After believing his brother, a cit-
izen of Hopkinsville, Ky., to have
been murdered over thirty years,
Prof. J. M. Coyner, of this city, has
a letter stating that the missing man
was prosperous in the South and left
for Hopkinsville for a protracted
visit. This brother was born when
Mr. Coyner left for college, and after
his graduation he saw but little ef
his brother, who remained with his
parents up to the time of their death
When the home was broken up the
brother left for Cincinnati, 0., carry-
ing a large sum of money. From
that time on no word of him could
be ban, and it was believed 133
Prof. Copier that he was murderee
and robbed. A letter came to Mr
Copier two weeks ago i carrying the
information that his brother bad bee'
looking for him for years, but in steel,
instance his letter bad been returned
from scores of places where he had
written. Prof. Coyner may remain in
the South."
Prof. Coyner arrived in the city
Thursday and was warmly greeted
by his brother, Mr. E. F. Coyner.
The former was for years presi
dent of a college at Salt Lake City,
and for some time past has been lec-
turing on the evils Of Mormonism
under Y. M. C. A. auspices of north-
ern cities.
Doesn't Respect Old Age.
shametul when youth fails to
sbow proper reepect for old age, but
just the contrary in the case of Dr
King's New' Life Pills. They out oil
Maladies no matter bow severe anti
ietespeetive of old age. Dyspepgle.
jaundice, fever, eonstipation all yield
to this perfect pill. Mc at Cook &
Higgins' and L. L. Elgin's druid
stores.
We- • -41111.--
CHILD KILLED
Mr. A. M. 'Wallis bas received a
telegram from Durango, Col, an-
nouncing the death of his nine-year-
old grandson, Walter Brasfield Mar-
lowe, son of Dr. W. D. Marlowe and
Mrs. Graeme Wallis Mariowe. The
child received fatal injuries Is an
accident, the nature of which the
telegram did not state.
Neuralgia Pains.
Rheumatism, lumbago and sciatic
wens yield to the penetrating influ-
ence of Ballard's Snow Liniment. It
penetrates to the nerves and bone
and being absorbed into the blood.
its healing properties are conveyed
to every part of the body, and effect
some wonderful cures. 250. 600, $1.
Sold by Andersen & Fowler.
Women #s Well as Men
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble. •
Kidney trouble preys upor_ tie mind, dis
oourages and '.essens ambition; beauty, vige
and cheerfulnecs soci
*) disappear when the kie
1•••••••••
or dicease.i
neys are 1,1: nt ordt
t;oubie-
becnnt
that...tispotuncommc:
for a ehr: to . bon
-'41.iflicte4;withweak
hey.. If Cle, child urin
•••••=••••••• •11. ass t'Joi often. if t'..(
urine :maids the flesh or when :he c÷.:; -
reacritt: an age when it should be able
cont-' this passage. it is yet arflic-ed wii
e-pend upon iq ''fte catuc
the c:ifacul'y is kidney the
ste7 sh‘cuid be towy•.:'s. treatino.: -
thc.tse in.portat: organs. This t:nplea .
tro.ible is clue to :t dir-eastd i:onditton et L..ki ..teyr, and bladder and not to
me t people supze.
Woratn as well as men Ore made
etable with kidney and blAcidcr (%.",1' •
and both need the :am-. gr,:at
The milc and the immediate effect
Swamp-Rooi is soon rezlizeu. It issak
free. also pamphlet tell- now+ nt
trig all 'about it, including nany of in,
thousands of testimonial letters receivt
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y..: be pun anc
ntention this moor.
Don't make any mistake, hut re-
member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dreee, Binghampton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
by druggists, in fifty-
cent and one dollar
sizes. You may have: a
sample bott!zs by
Kedol Dyspepsia Gars
DIM. what you sat
ALWAYS TIRED,
NEVER RESTED
To be tired out from bard work or bodily
exercise is natural and rest is the remedy, but \‘.
there is an exhaustion without physical exer-
tion and a tired, never-rested feeling—a weari-
ness without work that is unnatural and shows
some serious disorder is threatening the health. One of the chief causes of
that "Always-tired, never-rested condition" is impure blood and bad circu-
lation. Unless the body is nourished with rich, pure blood there is lack of
nervous force, the mus-
cles become weak, the di-
gestion impaired, and
general disorder occurs
throughout the system.
Debility, insomnia, ner-
vousness, indigestion,
dyspepsia, loss of appetite, strength and energy, and the bnndreds of little
ailments we often have are due directly to a bad con-
dition of the blood and circulation, and the quickest
way to get rid of them is by purifying and building
up the blood, and for this purpose no remedy equals
S. S. S., which contains the best ingredients for
cleansing the blood and toning up the system. It is a vegetable blood purifier
and tonic combined, that enriches the blood, and through it the entire system
• is nourished and refreshing sleep comes to the tired, never-rested, body.
ME SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Tor over four years I suffered with general debility.
sensing a thorough breaking down of my system. My
cousin, who had been benefited by 8. 8. 8.. told me
about it. I tried it and it cured me. I heartily re-
commend 8. 8. 8. to all who may feel the need of •
thoroughly good blood tonic. 'Yours truly.
24118..TOSIE A.. HBATTAIN.
44 W. Ninth Bt., Columbia, Tenn.
AMERICA'S FIGHTING REPRESENTATIVES AT THE IsTrimur,..
navr1 strewth of the Ur.5ted States in Panama waters is represented by RearAdmi.uls (31 as and Coghlan, the fornier at Panama and the latter at Colon. These officeis
now have unaer their respective commands very fair ailed fleets. although they are sepa-
rated by the isthmus.
SOLDIERS WILL PARTICIPATE
IN GOVERNOR'S INAUGURATION.
Twelve Hundred State Cuards Will be Taken to Frankfort.
—Hopkinsville Company Is Included.
Adjt. Gen. Murray has issued an
order for 1,200 members of the state
guard to be in Frankfort on the
morning of December 8 to partici-
pate in the inaugural ceremonies of
:Gov. Beckham. This will include
the Seeond regiment, in command of
Gen. Roger Williams: Third reei-
ment, in command of Gen. T. J.
Smith, and three Louisville batteries
in comn.and of Maj. J. M. Mitesier
Each compan:,- and each battery will
consist of forty men. The soldiers
will arrive in Frankfort in the imam-
ing and leave in the afternoon. More
spf.- cific orders will be issued by Adjt.
Murray later.
MIGHTY SCOPE
OF WORLD'S FAIR.
Report or President Carter Indicates Total
Eclipse of Preceding Expositions.
j*.(Special to New Era)
I 
floial light both for purposes of Mu-
, WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.—Presi- mination and as a means of deaura•
dent Thomas H. Carter, of the Na- eion. Electric lighting in its most
dotted commission of the Louisiana striking and effective form will he
Purchase Exposition, has submitted
to President Roosevelt a statement
of the financial standing of the expo-
sition company up to Sept. 30, that
foretells great fame for the St. Louis
fair, which is to be opened next
spring. It shows that nothing on
such a stupendous scale has ever be-
fore been attempted in the history of
world's fairs. The total receipts are
$10,486,985.58 and the disbursements
$10,154,096 77.
Twelve great exhibit palaces form
the nucleus of the exposition. The
agricultural building is the largest.
ft e0Vere an area 500 by 1,000 feet,
and the contract price is $529,910.
The transportation building covers a
space 525 by 1,300 feet; the contact
price is $692,000. The twelve build-
ings will have cost when compietad,
exclusive of any interior installation
work $6,775,172.23.
The progressiveness of the exposi-
tion will be especially manifest in the
manner and extent of its use of arti-
liberally employed.
Foreign participation will far ex-
ceed what was originally contemplat-
ed. The whole civilized world has
signified its intention of being ade-
quately represented. The United
States government hoe appropriated
funds for a grouter display than has
ever been made by federal authority
at any exposition.
Woman will stand on an equality
with man at this exposition. She
will participate in all the ramifica-
tions of the exposition. She will
hold a place on the juries of award,
the women sculptors and painters
have done some of the best work on
the exposition building. Women
have assisted on. government, state
and other boards hi collecting exhib-
its and in the expleitation of the ex-
position. There are women concer-
sionaires, and a woman contractor
competed in the construction of the
buildings.
POLITICK NOTES
OFFICIAL VOTE HEAVIER
THAN EXPECTED.
James' Plans.—Mr. Fergu-
son.—Othbr Matters
Of Interest.
The official vote of every county in
the state has been received at
Frankfort, the result being: Beck-
ham 229,014, Belknap 202.764, De-.
maree 4,830, Nagel 2,041, Schmitz615.
There were two scattering votes
oast. In Wayne county one vote
was cast for T. V. Morrow and in
Henderson county one vote was cast
for John Bauerlee.
This brings the total vote in tbe
state up to 439,267.
Congressman 011ie James, of Ken-
tucky, who introduced the bill in
congress enabling the machinery of
the federal courts to be used in re-
turning W. S. Taylor,Charles Finley
and others from Indiana to Kentuc-
ky, says he intends to press the mat-
ter belore congress.
"The sentiment in Kentucky in fa-
vor of Winging Taylor to the bar o;
justice is as strong as it ever was,"
said James. "The spectacle of Tay-
1.,r, the murderer, standing in Indi-
anapolis, waving his bloody hands
and anathematizing our Courts and
juries suggests that there ought to be
strength enough in the feddral gov-
ernment to interfere and bring this
man to trial. Certainly a govern-
ment before which nations tremble
and which is a power throughout the
earth ought to find some way to ad-
minister simple justice at home."
The Hon. Ma). Fergueon, rail-ead
commissioner-elect, was here last
week en route to Trenton after hits
children, who have been in school
there about a year. Mr. Ferguson
will remove to his old home place
near La Center.
Gov. Beckham has appointed O.P.
Crouse, former deputy circuit clerk,
In the office at Dixon, Webster team-
ty, to be county judge to succeed J
W. Henson,—Who becomes cite nit
judge of the district composed of the
counties of Henderson, Union ALAI
Webster.
The next state convention of Ken-
tucky will choose Senator James B.
McCreary as the member of the na-
tional Democratic committee from
Kentucky. It will choose Hon. Hen-
ry Watterson arid Col. W. C. P.
lit edam idge as two of the delegates
from the state at large, and will put
Col. Watt erbon forward as the pre-
siding officer of the national conven-
; ion —Owenbboro Inquirer.
The official vote in the Third judi-
cial district race, as tabulated by the
secretary of state for the election
commission, follows:
FOR CIRCUIT JI7DGIL
Thomas P. Cook (Dem.) 7,588
James Breathitt (Rep ) 7,395
Plurality 
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FOR COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY.
D. P. Su. ith 7,909
The official returns or the vote Cast
in the Eleventh congressional dis
trict showed Hunter to have a plu-
rality of 105 votes over Edwards.
A Remarkable Case.
One of the inost remark/0),e cases
of a Cold, deep-seated on the lungs,
causiog pneumonia, is that of Mrs.
Gertrude E. Fenner, Marion, Ind.,
who was entirely cured by the Use of
One Minute Ceugh.Cure. She says:
-The coughing and strain so -weak-
ened me that I ran down in weight
from 148 to 92 pounds. I tri4-d
number of remedies to no avail until
I used One Minute Cough Cure.
Four bottles of this wonderful reme-
dy cured me entirely of the cough,
strengthened my lUilt!s and restored
me to my normal weight, health and
strength." Sold by R. C. Horde ick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
,45c4-
Have you examined
your Roof and Guttering to
see what shape they, are in for Fall
and winter rains. We do Tin
Work, Galvanized
Iron Work,
Roofing, Guttering,
Cornice- Ihork, Tank Work
and Guarantee it to be the best. You
should not put off work of
this kind as it may
result in a
damage to your pro-
perty. See our large stock of
Stoves, Ranges,
Tin, Granite,
Glass, China &
Wooden Ware.
Call or Phonsla
GEO. W. N ,
t*,Plexi-:.an Mustang Liniment
Is excellent for Rhotlinatisui arid nil deep seated pains.
For Sprains and Strains
tt is useless to apply a liniment that remains on or neatthe surface. On the contrary, they require somethinglint goes down into the flesh where the trouble is lo-
cated. That is why
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
is the best thing to use for Sprains and Strains. It pen.
etrates at on to where the injury lies, drives out theinflammation and heals the wounded tissues and tendons.Don't be stingy in using the liniment air fail to rub itin as thoroughly as the soreness will permit.
Mexican Mustang Liniment
b a good thintr to have on band when necidnnts ha; bier
1111•10.011111-.011.011
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BUSINESS COLLEGE
EVANSVILLE. IND.
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House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
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Important
Discovery.
Proposed New Telephone Company Has Not
Given Guaranty Bond or Put Up $5.000
as Terme of Freasiimiwisie Prescribed.
The telephosie promoter is in town,'
and with him comes the usual hue
and cry of monopoly, extortion, anti-
quated system, soulless corporation,
ote.
tie walks around town with an.
and there they will find that these
cOmpanies are bonded away up in
the skies and stocked incredibly and
that they have made and are making
vigorous and persistent efforts to sell
their worthless securities to the
Ihdroitly worded paper, and attempta. local public.
to secure thereto the signature* of The promoter in question talks
businees men on the representation about the Cu mberland isoonpaoy not
that the subscription is for thirty having a franchise and not paying
days, when in reality he himself taxes. The Casinberiand company
agrees to do nothing, and the tigner
of the paper agreed ko taw the tele-
phone forever, if in the juizigemgnt of
the promoter the service is satiefac-
fiery. He tells% a the howling sae-
-owes of so-called Independent Tele-
phone companies in Ohio, Michigan,
and other far-off lands, about which
we are not concerned, and doubtless
if investigation were made it, would
be learned that there is in fact no
foundation for the statements.
How can the promoter abuse the
Oumberland Telephone company to
the citiseus of Hopkinsville when
they know from everyday experience
and constant contact that the system
of the Cumberland Telephone corn pa-
t 4, is the most extensive, reliable and
comprehensive system in the world,
and when they know also that not
kactti-se than two years ago the present
. 
&tee were agreed upon by the tele-
phone company and a committee ap
pointed by the commercial club to
determine as t•..) whether the rates
4. were fair or not.
The Cumberland Telephone C0170-
Spany has erected in this city a build-
ing that is a monument to the town,
*Wad one that would do credit to any
Large city. What was this building
i
/ erected for? Certainly it was not
erected to be sold to any other tele-
phone company. The people of Hop-
kinsville understand that it was
erected in border that the telephone
company might put in a new system.
No one can dispute the fact that tbe
telephone service in Hopkinsville to-
day compares favorably with that
rendered in other cities of the same
else, and in fact, in cities a great
deal larger.
The truth of the matter is that the
people of Hopkinsville are, on the
whole, satisfied with the present ser-
vice and the rates, which are reason-
able, and they are unalterably op-
posed to having two systems, for
they know, as sensible people, to say
nothing of the information that ss at
their command with reference to the
expensiveness and annoyance of
dual telephone service in other
places, that two telephone systems
here would riSean to those who want
to be in telephonic touch with the
public, that the use of two telephones
would mean an exasperating nuis-
ance and an added useless expense.
When considered alma whole they
know that two telephone systems
means the expenditure annually of
from $12,000 to $18,000 that could be
• devoted to other and better purposes.
They must, also, know from the facts
that have been given them and that
exist, that most of the so-called in-
dependent telephone plants are pro-
moted by construction companies
and manufacturers of telephone ap-
arstus, and that the sole purpose of
promoting such enterprises is to ena-
ble the manufacturers to dispose of
their wares and the construction
company to make an enormous profit
. out of the construction of the plant.
kV, as the promoter says, the inde-
pendent telephone business is profit-
able, why have so many of them
failed, and why are so many of them
so pereietently and everlastingly try-
ing to sell out to the old companies
or unkind upon the Incol pcople?
If the people of liopkInsville want
to know Outnet hliiii about the moduli
operandl of they" promoters, they do
not haws to go far from home to, get
Information. Let them go to Pittiu-
eat, or Clarksville right at our door,
has • framablee and it pays taxes ac-
ed1e$ 'tin law. If Inveistigstion was
made, it would be found that the
Bell companies, ot which the emu-
berland is a part, are assessed for ten
times more than these so-called
dependent companies, which boast
so loudly of having so many more
telephones than the Bell companies.
Of course these assertions by the pro-
moter are not unexpected. He has
been discouraged by nine people out
of every ten that he has called upon
for their subscription, and naturally
he would become abusive. We are
reliably informed that he has been
given "Nay" so often that he has
resorted to obtainiog the wheel ip-
tione of irresponsible people, who
have never patronized the Cumber-
land company, in order to itiflaie
Iit in the fond hope that the padding
of it will enable him to delude with
his craftily worded paper any bust-
need Man who might not be on the
alert.
•The promoter boasts that he has
come to stay, that the fact that his
cOn.ipany has deposited $6,000 ought
to be a sufficient evidence of their
gOod faith. Now has his Company
deposited $5,000? A look at the city
clerk's records will show that this
ptomoter in telling the people that
his company has deposited $6,000,has
premeditately and deliberately mis-
led them, His company, which is
nothing more or leas than a con-
struction company, is supposed to
have deposited $6,000, or put up its
equivalent, in toe form of a guaran-
ty bond, but instead of doing so, they
have brought to Hopkintville the
stocks or boucle of some telephone
company in Ohio, whose financial
standing and whose securites are ab-
solutely an unknown quantity. In
fact, the city couocii is now making
an investigation to ascertain wheth-
er or not the $8,700 of telephone se-
curities left he by this construc-
tion Company are worth five cents or
$8,700. Nobody knows what these
securities are worth, but in the
meantime, the construction company
Is exercising the privileges unwed
it under the franchise in a desperate,
effort to get the people of Hopkins-4
ville to subscribe for telephones
about which they know nothing, and
which may never be needed, and
which may prove to be a pecuniary
loss.
What are the people of Hopkins-
vile by having another tele-
phone system? Can, or will, the pro-
posed new company give anything
but a restricted service? Of what
value to the commercial interests of
Hopkinsville is a telephone system
that covers the corporate limits or
one or two adjoining towns? These
luestions answtr themselves.
Of course the' versatile promoter :
boasts vociferously of what he will
!
do, and he may be expected to make
ttily promise to secure to his contract
thesignatures of the people. He
will promise connection with New 1
York, New Orleans or Quebec, Cana- I
da, and if the person with whom he
14 talking appears not to know bet-
ter, he might offer to connect him
gratis with London, England.
Suppose it is suggested to him Wail
tie agree in writing making sure that
tiara is something behind the writ-
to buck it up, to give servioe
With Nashville or Memphis or
Ipvansville, Cincinnati, Louisville,
St. Louis and other places with
which Hopkinsville people wish to
be connected. The way the promo-
ter would back down would put a
crawfish to shame,
There is no desire whatever to be
abusive or malicious, but simply to
speak plainly, and give the public
the facts.
Ti- ere is absolutely no doubt that
the people of Hopkinsville are op-
posed to two systems, and the pro-
moter, alas, has learned this. If it
is true that two systems are not
wanted here, then it behooves every
enterprising public spirited business
man of the community to oppos0
with the utmost vigor the entrance
into the city of another system.
There is absolutly no reason why
anybody should subscribe for the
proposed new telephone OD the plea
that they are only doing so for 80
days. If the contract is read care-
fully it may be learned that it is for
a longer time than 80 days. The
construction company has its Iran-
chit.e now, and if it sees fit to 00Int
to town and put in a system without
soliciting subscriptions, it may du
so. If it intends to sell service on
its merit it should adopt this policy,
but it will not do so. If the people
do not sign the contracts the promo-
ter will soon leave town.
It has been suggested by several
prominent citizeue that it would be
well for the city council to notify the
construction company that it is not
needed or wanted here, and offer to
return to them the amount paid for
the franchise along with the tele-
phone stocks they have put up as se-
curity. dlt
What Some Business Men
Say Who Have Subscribed
for the New Telephone.
Some of the business men have put
their names to the promoter's paper
on the represenitation that his com-
pany had put up $6,000,, and that
there was no doubt of another sys-
tem coming. Most of these business
men say they told the promoter that,
they were opposed to two systems,
but that if another company was
coming they would, in order to se-
cure tbe sane number with the new
company that they have With the old
company and for various similar
reasons, subscribe to the service for
thirty days, but they also told the
promoter that they intended to dis-
continue his telephone at the expira-
tion of thirty days, if it came. The
promoter, from what quite a number
of the business men say, told them
that other business men had sub-
scribed, tnit they have since ascer-
tained that this was untrue, and
hence, they are trying to find the
promoter in order that they may
strike their names off his list.
An interview with the unbiased
business men will show conclusively
that they are a unit in their opposi-
tion to two systems, but some of
them have made a grave mistake in
allowing themselves to be misled by
the promoter.
The promoter says two systems
will mean the additional investment
in Hopkinsville of $100,000 on which
taxes will be paid. These taxes
will have to be paid in the same
manner that the Cumberland Co.'s
taxes are paid, but what do the taxes
amount to when compared to the an-
nual expenditure of from $12.000 to
$18,000 uselessly which the coming
of a new company would necessitate.
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Cures blood and Skin Disesser, Itch-
ing Humors, ECZCMS, Scrofula, Etc.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Aalm at our ex-
pense. A personal trial of Blood
Balm is better than a th9usand prin-
ted testimonials, so don't hesitate to
write for a free sample.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils,
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh or any blood or skin disease,
we advise you to take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) Especially recom-
mended for old, Obstinate, deep-seat-
ed eases of malignant blood or skin
diseases, because BotanieBloodBalm
kills the poison in the blood. Cures
where all else fails, heals every sore,
makes the blood pure and rich, gives
the skin the rich glow of health. 1-1.13.
It., the most perfect blood purifier
made. Thoroughly tested for thirty
years, Cost $1 per large bottle at
drug stores. To prove it cures, sam-
ple of Blood Balm sent free by writ-
ing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Oa.
Deseribe trouble and free medical
advice sent in aealed 1 etter.gerThis
Is an honest offer—medicine sent at
once, prepaid.
SOME succEsTioNs Cold Weather
'Calls for HEATERS, and the best place to buy them
heie. We have a Dice assortment assortment of the
Famous 11
Radiant 
44. The Cel-
Home Catcrs ebratedBUCKS
At Reasonable Prices!
MADE TO THE TOBACCO
CROWER8.
Situation at Present Is Bad.
—What Might Be
Done.
(Contributed.)
The tobacco situation seems to be
at stand still in both lihd. tobacco
1902 crop, and the crop growuin 1903.
For the past five years foreign and
home trade buj era have been, until
til this year, very active in covering
the district, buying right along. But
this year they only seem to want
types,and talk down the tobacco and
circulate low price talk. For what
purpose is this done? There is no
question but that the independent
buyers for past year have suffered
pecuniarily and are not disposed to
invest further. The Italian and con-
tinental buyers have cut out several
iactories in district, and are not in
country buying as usual at this sea-
son. This is all bad for planters.
The Burley grower' have organised
into a protective association which
promises much good to them in
prices, by placing all their tobacco
into one hand to sell, against the one
man to buy, as the situation is now.
Hence the matter is up to the plant-
ers of the dark district to protect
their interest. The question is, how?
One way is organization, as above
written. Do as the Burley, the Vir-
gins and North Carolina growers.
Another way is to refuse selling at
low prices to the one man buyer,
another way is to strip, prise in good
order, roll away in barns or put in
warehouses to sell subject to your
order, and don't plant or allow any
planted neXt year, and you will get
KS much for it as for three crops if
you keep on growing and selling at
present price. —More anon.
FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
New Way of Using Cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy.
Mr. Arthur Chapman, writing from
Durban, Natal, South Africa, says:
"As a proof that Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy is a cure suitable for
did and young, I pen you the follow-
ing: A. neighbor of mine had a child
just over two months old. It had a
very bad cough and the parents did
not know what to give it. I suggest-
ed that if they would get a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
put some on the dummy test the ba-
by was sucking it would no doubt
cure the child. This they did and
brought about a quick relief and
cured the baby." This remedy is for
sale by '.L. L. Elgin.
 • 
01E11 ONE HUNDRED
(From Friday's Daily.)
Sophia Blakemore, colored, who,
according to report, was the oldest
woman in Christian county, died in
Gainesville Wednesday. She was
born, it is claimed, in Louisa county,
Va., Nov. 15, 1788, and was therefore
115 years old. She was the mother
of eighteen children, the youngest of
whom is now in her seventy-third
year.
--
The Best Liniment
"Chamberlain's ?sin Balm is con-
sidered the best liniment on the mar-
ket," writes Post (it Bliss, of Ggorgia,
Vt. No other remedy will heal scut
or bruise so promptly. No other at-
f )rds such quick relief from rheu-
matic pains. No Other is so valuable
for deep seated rains like lame back
and pains in the chest. Give this
liniment a trial and you will never
wish to be without it. Sold by L. L.
Elgin.
eZ, JCL, E3 Cto RAC .421.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
Get rid of those pimples.
Dr. Thatcher's Liver and Blood Syrup
will do The druggists know.
For Sala.
One of the most desirable rest,.
deuces on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
140 feet front by MI feet d eL. Hoed,
with beautiful shade and fruit trees
itOuti °Worn And all neiiiiseary out.
builtlitigs. All in excellent repair.
Price and terms reasenatele,
Apply to Winfree et Knight, Agt.
tf
Come in and examine them before placing your orders. 
Seeour line of
Cook Stovesand Ranges!
These stoves are without equal in the Cook stove world
They combine beauty with maxium durabily
and usefulness. Our mottos:
Fair Dealings! Courteous Treatment'
Reasonable Prices!
,PlantersHardware Con,
1NC0RP0RATLD.)
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The
i Working
i
,0
. 
is Man's Suit!
,.. 41,ii.,...
,i.
.11 We have given special attention this sea-7110
I son to suits for working men. Working
clothes should be made of the
Strongest
I
1
PossibleMaterial
We have the suits that will meet all these
requirements and please the working man
t
,IP
lig exactly. Suits $5.00, $6 50 up to $10 CO.
lia Then we back up our suits with a guarantee
110 t
1111 that everyone of them shall be worth the
i price we ask for them.
t
I Our Line
thin season excell any we ever bought. Prices
Of Overcoats
I$350 to $25,00.
JIWall&Co at
NYAWMPOYMt
Planters Bank
Trust Co.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
CAPITAL, - $50,000.00
J. F. Garnett, Pres. Juo. B. Trice, Cashier.
 
 xor
General Banking.
Account of Individuals. Firms and Corporations
Solicited. Liberal Treatment. Conservative Policy.
Trust Department.
Acts RS exuentor, administrator, guardian and trus-
tee tinder wills. Seeks desitable loans on real estate
and mokee Iii vtipittnents for individuals.
Safety Deposit Boxes.
Very convenient for the customer. Hate, private and
Indispensable to the average business public+, and
furnishes an easy security for valuables to all.
•
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' e 'r.pwers ari: 1 itoos -•• ttrying, cures S1117:711C7.-
virr..n:horo,
"Onr by was w....-Aiug ar.'11V
t,ett.tmr.1i.. boweii scented
.t: you ci ttoptrol. Vivre- pticiahv
•.irte him bp. Owens Pink Mix
:saved his lift T caanot say enougia.
tl; bayed qtir 117."
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F
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u: gl:;(',2-4(2.,1 / Money back If not satisfactory
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-rne without th13 ?Sc. and 50c. botticA.
ngasture or every package
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sample and book free. address THE
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FLOYD MEDICINE CO.. DETROIT, MICH.
P 8 li FLOYD'S DYSPEPSIA  TABLETS for Indliredlort. 30 tablets50c. Sample and bock tree
:i old by L. L. Elgin, Ander on & Fowler, J.
0. Cook, R. C. Hardwick, Cook & Higgirs
J he has a hard enough time. Every- i
I
thing that the expectant mother 4 •
can do to help her child she should of BODY HIDDEN TO CON.do. One of the greatest blessings :
she caa give him is health, but to ft CEAL CRIME.do this. she must have heslth her- ii.
Z self. She should use every means Cif:
so to improve hei physical condition. 4
i She should, by all means, supply *
herself with *v Sensational Developments
* 4* Mother's 0 In Mall Darrier's Crue-s; 4
t 
some Find.4
MURDER MYSTERY*t*** ************.**iAfter lie Comes
Friend. 01 I
through thi crisis
It will take her ,,pf. I
Qe
easily! and ,to
quickly.; It isa ;
liniment which
gives Strength t:
and vigor to the 4
muscles., Corn- 416
mon sense will ,c!
show yon
that the 0.11,
stronger the 14‘
muscles are, 4,e
which bear the 4%
struin, the less
pain there will be. ;
A woman living in Fort Wayne,Ind., says: "Mother's Friend did co
wonders for me. Praise God for •your liniment." 
Read this from Hanel, Cal. ca
"Mother's Friend is a blessing to
all women who undergo nature's
Everything points to a brutal tnur-
der in the case of the unknown man
whose horribly mutilated body,
which was being devoured by hogs,
was discovered Tuesday afternoon
by Rural Mail Carrier E. F. Coyner
near Pembroke. It looks as if the
man was slain on the side of the road
and dragged about twenty feet hack
into the woods and placed under a
stack of rails. The Pembroke Jour-
nal says of the discovery:
"The deed must have been com-
mitted Saturday night; a son of H.o-deal of childbirth."
F. Hammock, returning home fromGet Mother's Friend at the t this city Saturday night, reports bay-drug store. $1 per bottle. ing seeti a tire on the side of the road
:I THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., op and a man standing by it, YoungLWelts for f . illust-ated ,.m.4r4rir4r,m$.4r4r4ovir4r4t.i Befir:zere4:2 1 Hammock spoke to the man, can-
Baby k Born." : tioning him not to let the fire get in-
 to the leaves. He received no reply.
Atlanta, Ga.
Nothing has ever
Nothing can ever
, The man's skull was crushed and he
was only partially dressed, his feet
being entirely bare. The steel frame
l of a valise and fragments of the
Dr man's socks were found in the edge. King's of the ashes where the fire had been.
New Discovery The only other articles found were
 1111111111111W2M B
equalled i..
surpass it.
Far #O LDS
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure: Lung Troubles.
Money back If It fan& Trial Bottles fti
4--
SIEASEINABIlE SUfibESIIIINScsouti yam
A FOE TO ?NAT
TMOUSLESOME COUGH
romans EXTRA!
BELLADONNA PIASTER!
WILL DRIVE AWAY
PAIN
TRY ONE AND STUDY RESULTS
HACKS KIDNEY PLASTER
4 
.INAY5 RELIABLE
Af4ttdilts-41-rsiora a vJ. ELLWOOD tEL CO.sratr .s.ets.z- Err •
Anderson & Fowlei
H. H. Golay
Successor to Layne (i& MosOsy.
„
LIVERY & FEED STABLE.
Funeral, Party and Weddipg
Work a Specialty.(1)r 7th & Vir. Sts. Tel. IV.
HopKinsville,
One Minute Cough Cure
"sr noug:is. Colds and Crotip,
an empty whiskey bottle and a new
Ale. On the side of a tree where the
murder was evidently committed
could be seen lieveral gashes made
by a sharp knife.
"The remains were removed to
Kelley & Dickinson's undertaking
establishment Tuesday night and
0.rutier Allensworth impaneled ti
jury and held an inquest Wednesday.
Doggett and Hammock were the only
witnesses of importance, they test i-
fying to the facts given above.
"A careful search of his clothing
revealed nothing that would lead to
identity. Some of the pockets were
turned wrong side out, indicating
that some one had searched him.
Two pipes and a comb were the only
articles found on his person."
The coroner's jury rendered the
following verdict:
We, the jury, find the body before
us to be that of an unknown white
man, who came to his death by hands
unknown to the jury; was killed on
the Pembroke and Fairview road, on
the farm of R. T. Chilton, one and a
half miles from Pembroke. We find
one scar on right arm near elbow,
cut with a knife; hair black and
rather long; had on black frock coat;
blue vest, gray and blue Pants; with-
out shoes or hat. We find he was
dragged seventeen yards from where
lie was murdered to a rick of rails;
both big toe nails peculiarly shaped,
both turning in; heavy set, about
five feet five inches tall.
R. L. Moore.
T. Z. Watts,
T. D. Gray,
John H. Rose,
Willie Hatcher.
SETTING EXHIBITS
SUCCESS ATTENDS EF-
FORTS OF COMMITTEES.
Mr. Howard Stowe is Look-
ing After Christian Coun-
ty's Interests.
During the Past week the members
of all county committees of the Ken-
tucky Exhinit association, who were
appointed especially to look after
the collection of samples and speci-
mens for the agricultural and horti-
cultural exhibits for the world's fair
were asked by Col. Ion B. Nall,. the
chairman, to furnish information' as
to the success of their eitortis. over
one hundrsd replies have already
reached cxhibit association head-
quarters, and while many show that
the drouth interfered seriously with
gathering the very best possible',
many are encouraging. It is prac-
tically certain that every county in
'the state will have representation in
one or another of the many clabeifi-
cations in this department. People
who have any:thing worthy space in
the exhibit, and who have not been
approached by committeemen. wi,1
confer a favor on the associaticen by
reporting their samples to the secre-
tary of the association in Louisville.
Many banks throughout the state
have doubtless on display this 'year
some fine ears of corn grown In their
communities. The cashiers of these
institutions will please notify the as-
sociation if they will donate these to
the exhibit.
Mr. G. Howard Stowe is Christian
county's committeeman on agricul-
ture exhibits.
DAMAGE SUIT
Early McCoy, of Sadlersville.
Tenn., son of James McCoy who was
killed by a freight train near Pem-
broke two weeks ago, will, according
to the Journal, institute suit for
damages against the L. & N. rail-
road. The suit will be filed in Rob-
ertson county and will not be for
less than $10,000.
•
BANK AT FAIRVIEW
Mr. P. M. Witt, cashier of the bank
at Hanson, made a proposition to the
ns of Fairview last week to es-
tablish a bank at that point, which is
being considered by them. He agref B
to take one-third or one-half of the
capital stock if the baianct: can I e
made up by the citizens there, Mr
Witt has organized several banks
and has them in successful operation
—Madisonville Hustler.
CHILD IS DEAD
(From Saturday's Daily
James Duncan, the bright and at-
tractive four-year-old son of Coun-
cilman and Mrs. J. Guy Duncan,
died at two o'clock Allis morning at
the home of his parents. His illness
was due to a complication of diseas-
es and death ended great pain. The
sorrowing parents have the sympa-
thy of the community in their be-
reavement. The funeral will take
place Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the residence. Owing
to the illness of Mr. Duncan the ser-
vices will be held at the grave in
Hopewell cemetery.
Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy Is Pleasant to Take.
The finest quality of granulated
loaf sugar is used in the manufac-
ture of Chamberlain's Cough Reme-
dy, and the roots used in its prepar-
ation give it 3 flavor similar to ma-
ple syrup, making it quite -dleasant
to take. Mr. W. L. Roderick, of
Pooiesville, Md., in speaking of this
remedy, says: "I have used Cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy with my
children for several years and can
truthfully say it, is the best prepara-
tion of the kind I know of. The
children like to take it and it has no
Injurious after effect." For sale by
L. L. Elgin.
Adler- ^••••
lotlftva Early Risers
Tbs famous little plasm
On Dec. 29, the New Era will distribute amongits subscribers 25 premiums as listed below.
The list has been made as varied as possible so as to appeal to all and the luckyones may well feel proud to win any one or more of the valuable articles offer-ed. Every one who enters this contest is assured that poulectly fair and justmethods will be used in distributing the gifts and each one stands just as gooda chance as another The premiums, which are now on display in the showwindow of the Summers building, opposite Cooper's "Red Front" Grocery onMain Street, aro as follows:
PREM. No. 1-1 barrel "Supreme" Patent
Flour, manufactured by Acme Mills& El-
evator Co.
PREM. No. 2—Geo.S.Parker "Lucky Curve"
Fountain Pen.
PREM. No. 3—Elegant Fancy Parlor Lamp,
with Globe, etc.
PREM. No. 4-1 doz. Fine Gentlemen'sHand-
kerchiefs.
PREM. No. 5-1 pair "Queen Quality" $8.50
Ladies' Shoes.
PREM. No. 6-2 two-lb. cans Chase & !San-
born's Seal Brand Fine Coffee.
PREM. No. 7—Drop-head Sewing Machine,
manufactured by White Sewing Machine
Co. Elegant quartered oak.
PREM. No. 8— Fine quality Heavy Plush,
and beautiful design Winter Lap Robe.
PREM. No. 9-1 genuine George Wostenho-
lin Razor.
PREM. No. 10-1 year's subscription to Week-
ly New Era.
PREM. No. 11—$5.00 Ladies' Hat,- to be se-
lected by winner.
PREM. No. 12-2 lb. box Lowney's fineCandy
PREM. No. 13—Ladies Silk Waist Pattern,
to be selected by 'winner.
PREM. No. 14—Box of fifty "GoldStandard"
Cigars, manufactured by H. L. Lebkeuch-
er, Hopkinsville, Ky.
PREM. No. 15-1 guaranteed genuine Raw
Buggy Whip.
PREM. No. 16-1 pair Men's Fine Shoes.
PREMIUM No.17-1 Barrel Perfection Patent
Flour, manuf'ed by Crescent Milling Co.
PREM. No, 18-5 lbs. Red Duke SmokingTo-
bacco, manufactured by Hopkinsville To-
bacco Mfg. Co.
PREM. No.19-1 year's subscription to Daily
New Era.
PREM. No. 20-1 Fine Gentleman's Hat, to
be selected by winner.
PREM. No. 21—One half dozen best Cabinet
Photographs. To be made by W. R.
Bowles, Hopkinsville, Ky.
PREM. No. 22-1 handsome Gentleman's Rid-
ing Bridle.
PREM. No. 23-1 year's subscription to Daily
.Courier-Journal.
PREM. No. 24-1 best quality Single Barrel
12 guage Shot Gun. This gun is bored
for either black or smokeless powder and
is fitted with automatic shell ejector.
PREM. No. 2.5-1 "Enterprise" Meat and
Vegetable Chopper. This machine has
four different size cutting blades and
will prove of inestimable value to the
housekeeper.
How the Contest will be Conducted.
For each 50c paid on subscription to either the WEEKLY or DAILY
NEW ERA a blank ticket will be iesued to such person on which he willwrite his name and address, and it will b9 deposited iu a large wheel which
will be sealed.
At 1 O'clock, on Dec. 29,
Ft committee, composed of Mayor Jouett Henry, Judge Douglaii Bell and Ma-jor E. B. Bassett, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets A
child will be blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time.This ticket will be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of itsgenuineness the name will be read aloud The first prize will be given to theperson whose name is on the first ticket drawn from the wheel, the second prizeto the person whose name is on the second ticket and so on, until all the 'prizes
are given away. No other conditions apply to contestants cxcept that 50c mustbe paid on subset iption for every ticket.
Another featurs is that persons living at A distance may send in their re-
mittances with the assurance that their tickets will•be placed in the wheel andthat they will be PROMPTLY NOTIFIED in case they should draw a prize.No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contest.
All subscribers who ate in arrears are urged to pay their subscriptions.atonce and get their names in early.
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited todo so and get as many chances as possible.to win one or more of the prizes, as
under the conditions it is possible for one person to win them all.
The subscription prices will remain the same as before, $5.00 per year,$2.50 for six months, $1 25 for three months, or 10c per week
for the Daily to any part of the United States The Weekly, the largestand best weekly paper published in the country, $1.00 per year.Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one, no
matter whether you have one or one hundred chances.
Send remittances to
ow Era Pub. Co.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
0136-DO NOT SEND STAMPS. •
 •••••••••11111.
To Cure a Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Brom Quinine Tablets. 40, exd4 on every
Seven Stillion bozos sold in past 12 months. This signature, ww• #e• ‘riPvitaiv box. MG.
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Good Pills BY MADDENED
 BULLAyer's Pills are good liver , 
pills. You know that. The best 1
family laxative you can buy.
They keep the bowels regular, LITTLE WALTER MARLOW
cure co:lstipation.
_ •__. • WAS KILLED.
Want your moustache or beard
a beautiful brown or rich black? Use
BUCKINGHAM'S DYEnrn rt. tW NNIM4418/.4 Wit P. NALL k NASNUL N
STEALING A COW
Is Charge that Is Brought
Against a Negro.
Mack Johnson, colored, is under
arrest charged with stealing a cow
14. from the farm of Mr. Isaac Cook in
the Sinking Fork vicioity. The po-
lice discovered that a cow like
the one stolen had been pur-
chased by. farmer near the city, who
had paid a negro $11 for the animal.
'The cow had been k tiled es hen James
Cook, who went to identify it, reach-
ed the plate. Clues followed by the
police led to the arrest tif Johnson,
who was found at Empire by Officer
Cured of Piles After 40 Years
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, 0., had
the piles for 40 years. Doctors and
dollars could do no lasting good.
DeWitt's Witch Hail Salve cured
bun porunaneutly. Invaluable for
tuts, burns bruises, sprains, lacera-
tions, ecseme, tatter, salt rheum,and
all other skin dieesees. Look fur the
name DeWitt or. the packee—all
others are cheap, worthless ..iuntersfelts. Bold by L. C. Hardwick.
111111," 
ON NOVEMBER 30
The Arse reinter pueseuger service
anfts‘ on the Tennessee Central reilroad
between Nashville end Clarksville
and between Clarksville and Hop-
kinsville will be inaugurated, accord-
Lig to present plans, on November 80.
The schedule on which the trains
will be run is being prepared and wiil
be issued in a few days. Two trains
will be operated between Nashville
and Clarksvtile, one a passenger
train exclusively and the other a
mixed train. Oee round trip will be
made by eech traits daily. A mixed
train will be operated between
Clarksville and Hopkinsville and it
will also make one round trip daily.
Mixed trains, however, It is stated,
will be operated only temporarily ,and
all passenger trains will be substitii-
ted at an early date. The company
already has ample equipment and it
will not be necsesary to buy either
engines or coaches.
A Good Name.
From personal experience I testify
that DeWitt's Little Early Risers
are unequaled as a liver pill. They
are rightly named because they give
strength and energy and do their
.04 
work with ease.—W. T. Eeetoin
rne, Tex. Thousands of people
are usine them tiny little pills in
preference to all others, because they
are so pleasant and effectual. They
cure biliousness, torpid liver, jaun-
dice, sick headache, conetipation,
etc. They do not purge and weaken,
but cleanse and strengthen. Sold by
B. C. Hardwick.
01%ei
• OUT OF THE NICE
The Hon. Henry R. Lawreuce, of
Trigg county, who has been actively
engaeed for several months paet ia
the race for the Democratic nominee
then for speaker of the house of rep.
resentatives, at the 1904 session, has
withdrawn from the contest and says
he will support the Hon. Eli Brown,
of Welson, for the place. Mr. Law.;
once announced his withdrawal
in a letter to State School Superin.1
tendent H. V. McChesney.
NNW Mr. Lawrence was one of the Dem.;
ocratic leaders on the floor of the;
last house, and took a prominent
place in its membership.
•
Best Liniment on Earth.
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. city wit--;
ter works, Shullsburg, 'Wis., writes:!
"I have tried many kinds of lini
ment, but I never received muchl
benefit until I used Ballard's SnoW
Liniment for rheumatism and pal*
think it the best liniment on earthei
25c, 60c, $1.00. Sold by Anderson SI
Fowler.
1110--
Foley'a Honey and Tar is peculiar-i
ly adaeted for astlime,bronchitis an
noarseness.
Fond Father Near Scene and
Unable to Render Any
Assistance.
The Duratigo, Colorado, Herald
:dyes th 3 following particelare of the
death last Thursday of little Walter
Marlow, grandson of Mr. A. M. Wal-
lis, of this city: •
At four o'clock resterdai afternoon
Just as The Herald went to press, the
angel of death stepped in and took
away the spirit of young Walter
Marlow whose body had been tram-
pled on by a maddened bull. At 3:80
in the afternoon it was realized that
it was only a question of a few hours
at the fartherest, when the suffering
would (ivies.
The accident has aroused an indig-
nant public over over the dangers of
the past to w birth the children of our
city have been subjected to and there
is pity and sadness in the heart of
every parent over the affair and the
parents, Mt. and Mrs. W. D. Marlow,
as well as all relatives, can rest as-
sured of the united sympathy of ths
entire community in this their hour
of anguish.
The trampling of the boy took
place with the fond father looking on
and unable to render aid, For the
licit time in lir ills Mr. Marlow sc.
oumpanted his sun to school after
the noon meal. He remained stand•
tog on the sidewalk watching the
boy j..in companions in play on the
schoul-house grounds, when along
came two men on horseback driving
three cows and a bull, the latter spy-
ing the children and prebably 'being
worried over fast traveling, made a
Jart for them.
Walter made an effort to escape
but the animal was upon him with
vicious hoofs almost before the father
could realize what was taking place,
and as Mr. Marlow has but one leg
and is only able to walk with diffi-
culty, he was piwerless to render as-
sistance. And what shall we say of
the two men driving the animals?
They knew the boy was lying insen-
sible on the ground possibly dead,
hut they paused not to either ascer-
tain the facts or render aid but rather
hasteted the speed of their horses
and quickly passed outside the city
tp to the noon hour their
names were unknown, although ef-
forte are being made to astertain the
same. The men, so far as the acci-
dent is concerned, are possibly no
more guilty than hundreds ef others
who have made a practice for years
of driving loose stock through oil:
streets every fall and spring, but at
least one of them could have stopped
and condoned with the stricken
father ad friends if nothing more.
Walter, whose aa was ten, was a
lovable, dutiful son. lie has made
many friends among his youthful
companions and those advanced in
life. His chair around the family
hearth will be vacant, but his mem-
ory will be cherished by the parents
and the wee little sister that loved
him so much.
There is one rational way to
treat nasal catarrh the medicine is
applied direct to the affected mem-
brane. The remedy is Ely's Cream
Balm. It restores the inflamed
tissues to a healthy state without
drying all the life out of them and it
gives back the lost senses of taste
and smell. The sufferer who is tired
of vain experiments should use
Cream Balm. Druggists sell it for
60 centc. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren
street, New York, will mail it.
 • 
Mother Cray's Sweet Pow-
ders for Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray,
nurse in the Children's Home in New
York, Cure Feverishness, Bad Stom-
ach, Teething Disorders, move and
regulate the Bowels and Destroy
Worms. Over 30,000 testimonials.
They never fail. At all druggists,
25c. Sample FREE. Address Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. o26-6w
C5 fEt Pr' CI XL X ..th. •
Bears the The Kid You Have Always Butt
Signature
of
n every town
and village
may be had,
the
Mica
Axle
Grease
that makes your
stats...aoil v.. horses glad.
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STOCK COMPANY
WIII Occupy Boards During
Whole Week.
The Sherman Stock Company,
repertoire troupe of well known nier
It, will begin a week's engagement at
Holland's opera house next Monday
night. The Mt. Vernon, Ind., Re-
publican of last Friday says:
"The Masonic Opera.House this
week is a haven of rest for tired
brains and a source of joy to all the-
ater-goers of Mt. Vernon as the Sher-
man Stock Company is holdhig forth
there, presenting the best and clean-
est comedies and dramas ever pro
(limed by a traveling dramatic com-
pany, eseh and every bill being new
to the patrons of this city. The com-
pany is composed of artists, each and
every one being cliiissu for their
especial etnees tor the roles they
pommy. They remain here the en•
tiro week, ohangitig the bill nightly,
intersper.ing the same with clever
s'nging and dancing specialties, illus-
trated songs, acrobetic turns, etc
the Sherman company is a popular
oae in this section and are always
sure of Jai ge and enthusiastic audi-
ences Fnen they journey our way."
FOley''S Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and can safely be given to
children.
Newspaper Change.
AN. M. Moss, of Linton, Ind., ha
purchased the Clarksville Times-
Journal. He expects to reach
Clarksville in about a week or ten
days, at which time he will take ac-
tive charge of that concern.—Clarks-
villa Leaf-Chroniole.
Meeting In Indiana.
The Rev. H. C. Beckett, pastor of
the Universalist church, has gone to
Oklandon, Ind., near Indianapolis,
to conduct a revival meeting.
UNDER CAII WHEELS
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. William Bailey and his moth-
er of this city were summoned to
Earlinetou today by a telephone
inesshge stating that their kinsman,
Car Inspector Ernest Craig had been
killed by a train at Earliugtou. He
was standing on a side track near
the Hecla mine engaged in conver-
cation with another man when he
was struck in back and knocke4 on
a rail.
The wheels of one truck passed
over both limbs between the knee
and ankle, mashing them lit a fear-
ful initialer. The brake beam caught
him in the chest, rolling him over
and injuring him internally. He
was rescued as soon as possible and
removed to the St. Bernard hospital,
where Drs. Chatten, Sisx and John-
son dressed his wounds. Mr. Craig
died about 2:80 o'clock p. m. in the
presence of his wife and children.
.• 
You never heard of any one using
Foley's Honey and Tararid not being
satisfied.
BEWARE OF CONTRACTS
The fact that some prominent per-
son has signed an agreement is no
reason why you should do likewise.
Contracts may contain adroitly
worded clauses which later on prove
burdensome and expensive. A man
once signed a potition presented be
friends, requeeting that he be hung.
Consult your lawyer before signing
contracts, but it is best not to sign
then at all.
DEATH INAS SUDDEN.
MR. SHOOK SUCCUMBS TO
HEART DISEASE.
Had Just Remarked that His
Health Was Better
Than Usual.
Mr. J. W. Shook, the manager ot
the Montenegro-Rheim Music com-
pany at Owensburo, died suddenly
Monday at his rooms over his store
on Main street in that city. Only a
few minutes before his death he Was
chatting pleasantly with several oi
his friends, and made the remark
that he was in better health than he
had been for some time. Heart dis•
ease, from which he had suffered for
several months, caused his death.
Mr. Shook was well known and
had many friends in Hopkinsville,
where he was located for some time
as manager of the Hard Lug & Miller
music store.
Mr. Shook was born in Harrison
county, Indiana, in 1881. He leaves
a widow sad two children. The re-
mains were taken to Charleston, In-
diana, for burial.
4.4 
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DIAMOND MAGNATES
HOLD MIMES. MEETING
IN PADUCAH.
At the meeting of the K. I. T
league magnates in Paducah all of
the team owners were represented in
oerson or by proxy except Hender-
son.
The constitution, by-laws and rules
of the major leagues relative to pro-
tecting the minor leagues wera filed.
It was decided to give the pennant
to Cairo, and the other clubs come li
the following order: Clarksville.
Henderson, Jackson, Paducah and
Hopkinsville.
It was decided to hold another
meeting January leth., at which all
disputes, etc., will come up Ion ad-
justrneut. A forthwith report from
the president was called for, and wilt
be used in time so prepare every-
thing for the meeting in January.
••••••
Henderson, Ky.; Cairo, Ill.; Bowl-
ing Green, Ky.; Clarksville, Tenn.;
Hopkinsville, Ky.; Paducah, Ky.;
Owensboro, Ky.; and Jackson, Tenn.;
will probably compose the Kentucky-
Illinois-Tennessee leagde next sea
son. Henderson, Paducah, Cairo.
Jackson and Hopkinsville have al-
ready paid their protection fee for
next year.
Msnag,er Newt. Fisher has signed
Second Basemen Tom Smith, of th.:
Cairo team. The Southern league is
also after Eddie Powers, who did
such good work in center field and
with the stick last season. Louis-
ville wants Powers and Manager
George Teabeau, of that team, is in
communication with Secretary
Greaney in regard to the matter.
Colliers Weekly.
Although Winston Churchill has
been averse to the serial publication
of his books before their issue in
book form, certain historical por-
tions of his new novel will appear in
Collier's Weekly, beginning with
the Dec. 6 number. They will be
entitled "The Borderland," and will
toll the story of the famous Indian
campaign under George Rogers
Clark. One of the scenes describes
Moultrie at the battle of Charleston,
and introduces such characters as
Daniel Boone and Andrew Jackson.
The complete nevel will be brought
out early, In January by the Mac-
millan company under the title "The
Crossing."
Troubled with rheuinntiem? Then
why not do as otl.ers have done—
take Dr. Thaeher's Liver and Blood
esyrup and be cured?
Women find quick relief In •
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
WINCHOSTOR
FACTORY LOADED SHOTCUN SHELLS.
It's not sentiment—that makes the most successful shots shootWinchester Factory Loaded Shells. It's the re-
sults they give. It's their entire reliability, even-
ness of pattern and uniform shooting. Winchester
" Leader " shells, loaded with smokeless powder,
are the best shells on the market. Winchester
"Repeater" shells loaded with smokeless powder
are cheap in price but not in quality. Winchester
"New Rival" black powder shells are the favoriteblack powder load on the market on account oftheir shooting and reloading quokka. Try either ofthese brands and you'll be well pleased. They are
THE SHELLS THE CHAMPIONS SHOOT.
W.P. Winfree 5, T. Knigh
Winfrce & Knight,
The seamen of the yeer when people want to buy real estate is at hand
sea we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this columnWe have excellent facilities for conducting the business and veal ad-vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to themCome to see us if 3 'mu want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.Mi property with 8 or 10 aereS of laud. 8 dwellings, one store heuse withvied trade established, blackemith strop and postortice with daily mailThe mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaci-ty of 60 barrel of flour per day. Thoroughly equipped short system rollermill. About 4 miles trent railroad and an other mill within four miles. Asplendid chance tor investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 80 acres in tin' ber, good 6 room dwelling,outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopxinsville, flue truckfarm. 
•A fine productive farm of 185 acres in one of the best neighborhoodsIn Christian county, about. five tunes from Hopkinsville and quarter mileof railroad teatime New dwejling of six rooms and hall, new barn andlarge stable, two good cabins. good Cistern. line orchard and about 90 acresin timber; balance in line state of cultivation.
519 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti-
vation, ground lies Very level and is
A very rich soil.
Preduced last year 76 IMI. corn per
iere 2, bu. wheat per acre, aed 1,000
to 1200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 296 acres of this farm in
red elevea
This place has a flne 10 room teak
dilliee. large bar"., wood point, 7 gold
itiotortis
l 
8 rolimit hon..", 140117 (if
'wet) IsiO,r, is well feilepti anti Moat..d till wood posit, limo, iii Alosogitio.
Clarkeville and 6 milt s iron nearest
.11,V Comity, Tehth, 7 Mlles liertli of granary. Title m is far will he sold at a
ow pr mice and on easy ters.itatioo. 
, 1 Large two-story house and CwoThis place can h° "ntrht for n Y acres of ground fronting on firstt45 Oo per acre, $100 00 OU emsh .an.I street and running back to the river.balance on very easy teems, with 6 Good residence on oorner of Main1per cent. interest. 
and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet 011ITrice farm or 142 acres within ! Main by 200 feet deep. House has six3 miles of Hoek ieev ale, en good pub- i rc oms, good cistern, stable and ne -lie road. (loud dwelling, totetceo cessary out-buildings• For sale.
eerie stable, out huildnigs and /delay I 85acres of fine land just outside
or timber Anil water. Desirable piece toll-gate on Palmyra road 462 per acre
will tee sold cheap. I A nice cottage on 4th Stetour
i rooms and kitchen porch. good out-One of the most desirable resider-.houses and cistern, price 090.cem on S. Vir. St., center lot 86 het Two good residence lots on Maintront lpy 268 feet deep Howse with St. in Hopkinsville, well located.beautiful shade arid fruit trees, good .The only vacant lots on West side ofce.terri, Ktable and all necessary out-
;Main Si. for sale at a low bricebuilding.. All In excellent repair] Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-Price mid terms reasonable. flue. Good home with 4 large rooms170 acres of laini,43i miles north of :2 porches, cistern outbuildings, shadeHopkinsville near Madisonville road i and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
orenreLd.,4zadNaPitte4dUt.o, 
lays
welliiitcu altutil•di rid -
I An elegant far
I land, on gbod public road, in one of
m of 115 acres of
truck gardening, also stock raising! the best neighborhoods in Southand farming, with prospects for n'- Christian, convenient to postorlioe,teals and oil. Cheap at $10 per acre. ! schools and churches, in a high stateHas dwelling with 6 rooms, new I of cultivation, good dwelling 2 roomsMan and tenant house. and hallone large tobacco harn,good50 acres of flue laud IX miles from istables and cow house, buggy house,Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good , 2 new cabins. smoke house, hespring and barn, fenced and has 
-201 house, new wire fence., nice youngacres of timber. Very desirable orchard, grapes, rasp-berries andproperty. ), strawberries,plenty of water, very,A splendid farm of 910 acres on I desirable, will be sold cheap and onturnpike road 54 miles from Hop-' easy terms.kinsville- New eight room dwellisig , Some beautiful vacant lots ou Wal-with three porches, well arranged i nut street.
with hot and cold water, bath tub, 400 acres of desirable farming landwater closet, etc.. 2 good stock barns' i in :Montgomery county, Tem.', heavi-granary, cabins, &c., with windmill, 1 ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,branch of never failing water through ,' Ky. price ail.OU per acre.the farm. All under good wire fence ! 'Fine farm of 282 acres in- neigh-end in a high state of cultivation and !borhood of Howell, Ky., at a greatin excellent neighborhood. A model s bargain,
stock farm. Will be sold cheap. I Very desirable suburban residence,A beautiful home; two story brick house two stories, 8 rooms, new andresidence; 8 rooms; hall and bath in good repair, about 7 acres of land,room with bath fixtures and all mod- just outside the city limits on one ofern conveniences; everything new , the best street.
and in excellent repair; house piped; A nice residence at Casky, Ky.for water and gas, and . wired f(ir lot, of 10 acres, six room coiiage arid
electricity; good cellar, cistern, sta.- two room office in yard; goodble and all other necessary ontbuild- 'servants house, large good ice houee,digs; nice shade trees. This proper- large stable and carriage house andty will be sold at a bargain. all neceesary out buildings; splendid
We hive the following Florid. well,shade gaono (di 
cistern;
 
fruit tr ees, convenientnever. 
 to failing 
lands that we will sell at low price
section: 361 acres in Pasco county, H
do-
or exchange for farming land in this pot, Kscnhirvillia.enwdicthigirocoh,d; Eiplinkei.lensefarorimy
120 acres in Pasco county, 200 acres the .whole distance. Splendid locate
in Hernando county 160 acres in ion for » doctor.
Hillsboro county. One of the above An elegant farm of 120 acres on
tracts is heavily timberedalaiairoit plerthe
Is 
1 
well 
1 elitio adi in p4 rmir)ivi leeds, frgoomo 
good 
udpwkeilnl 7.-
finesheavily timbere1 with the pine from 
sCvix l‘ii1 e;t yellow lime, 
jug, 6 rooms, stables, granary, corn
which they Intik6 turpentine. For and all necessary outhouses; first
further description, etc., see us. class land in tine condition.
One of the most desirable houses 1 Valuable store room on MainIn the city for boarding house; cen- street. One of the best business locatrally located, convenient to bust- tions in the city.
noes and (repots within one square Nice cottage on corner of Brownof Main St. and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out-Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap andfrom Bennetstown Ky. Good house on reasonable terms.
3 rooms, tenant house, good well, Residence, 6 rooms, stable, ciarri-large tobacco barn, good frame sta- age house and all necessary outbuild-•ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, tugs good cistern and orchard. Twogood level land and a desirable farm acres of land adjoining South Ken-convenient to schools and churches tucky College, $1,500. Will sell ti isand on good road. place at low price and on easy terms
Farm of 408 acres of fine land in k
mile of mill, post office and church.Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable. 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,good orchard. Farm in good condi-tiori and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
Mori farm 928 acres out Nashville
road, 7 miles rrstili Hopkinsville and6 miles from l'etithruhe, good two-
story brick dwelling. 6 rooms, good
well, 2 large new barns, *Whims and
.n•••••••••••• all••••••••
DALTON
MARBLE WORKS,
Marble and Granite.
Dalton, - Georgia.
Agents Wanted.
*it
1,
a
41!
4
•
•Street, near Main, Hop
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THE NEW ERA
—PUBLISHEl o .BY—
New Era Printing & ublisteg Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:—New Era Boil , Seventh
le, Ky.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
ttecelved at the postoffice in Ropkinsville
u second-class mail Inattetr
Friday, Nov. 27, 1903
—CLUBBING RA ES:—
The WEEKLY NEW ERA skid the following
oaper one year:
Twice-a-\%'eek Courier-Journal $150
Semi-Weekly St. Louis Re ublio  150
Semi-Weekly (ilobe.Demo4rat  175
Weekly Cincinnati Enqu rer. .... 160
Semi-Weekly Nashville Axier1can   1 50
Weekly Louisville CommerIcial  125
Tr -Weekly New York Would  1 86
Deily Louisville Poet 4 
 
250
Rome and Farm 
 
125
National Magazine—Rest° 
 
17e
Weekly Atlanta Constituti n 
 
176
Weekly New York Tribun ....... ..   126
Trl-Weekly New York Trib ne .. .. 
 
1 76
Farmer's Rome Journal. it
subscribers only. . 1 76
Special clubbing rates wits any magasine
newspaper published in t e United States
COURT DIRE I TORY.
CIRCUIT l)OuRT—First nday in June
and fourth Monday in Feb and Sep-
tember.
CrARTIIRLY COURT—Seciond Mondays
in January, April. July and October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tu sday in April
isnd October.
00UNTY 0017E7—First Mo day in every
month.
— 
ADVERTISING RA ES:—
One inch, first insertion 
One inch, one month.  
One inch, three months  
One inch, six months
$ 160
800
600
900
One inch, one year . 15 0
Additional rates may be hisd by applies-
ion at the office.
Transient advertising mus be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advents ments will be
collected quarterly.
AU advertisements inserte without spec-
ed time will be charged to until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marring s and Deaths,
t exceedthg five lines, a d notices of
:coaching p:lhashed gratis.
Obituary Notices. Resoluti of Respcot
"ndotber similar notices, five cents per line
It is announced that K lig Edward
for the first time in his ii e, ha3 be-
sun smoking cigarettes Another
reason why Canada shout move for
annexation.
Senator Stewart, of No ada, is the
only man in the senate w o has nev-
er been shaved. His boa began to
grow when he was l& and has been
growing 60 years.
The young men of tod
finicky—too much given
analysis, too self-pamperi
shoes and neckties coat
year than did the entire w
their grandfathers. Th
sense of degradation in sm
nings and plodding, and
for success ready-made t
them. There is not a you
tbe country who would im
Franklin, and march th
y are too
to self-
g. Their
ore each
rdrobe of
y feel a
11 begin-
hey wait
come to
g man in
tate Ben
ough the
streets munching a loaf of bread
while looking for employment.
The law which Secreta7 Cortel-
you has for the first time ihvoked to
exclude an anarchist from this coun-
try reflects public opiniou. There
are:enough anarchists in t is coun-
try now without borrowingj from the
old world the teachers of volution
ard social disruption. T me who
are disposed to defy,;publi opinion
should be given to unders and that
there will be no more to' porizing,
no more misinterpretatio of the
term "freedom of speech."
Our butters and canned
jam and joilies and beers a
kies and wines, according
Wilye, are nearly all alu
boraxed and glucosed until
The Kansas supreme court decid-
ed officially that the word "provis-
ions" included corn, oats and bran.
The question was raised in a suit
about a contract wherein the term
"provisions or goods" occurs. One
party contended that corn, oats and
bran are feed for horses and "pro-
visions" are food for mankind only.
The supreme court goes back to Dr.
Johnson's dictionary, which defines
oats as a food for both people and
beasts.
$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
obe dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages and
that is catarrh. Hall's, Catarrh Cureis the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catsrrh
beluga constitution disease requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
aeting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system,there
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The,proprietors have so muchfaith in its curative powerf that they
over One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address. F. W. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Town Marshal Hurt.
V. R. Johnson, town marshal of
Elkton, while building a fire in his
office on the night of the 20, izilopped
his pistol, which was discharged by
the fall. The bullet first carried
away part of Mr. Johnson's left
thumb, then entering the left side of
his face, ranged upward and lodged
behind his ear, from whence it was
cut out. The wound, while very,
painful, is not considered dangerous
by his physicians.
Between the ages of fifteen and
forty-five, the time when woman-
hood begins and motherhood ends,
it is estimated that the aggregate
term of woman's suffeving is ten
years. Ten years out of thirty. One
third of the beet part of a woman's
life sacrificed! Think of the enor-
mous loss of time: But time is not
all that.is lost. Those years of suf-
fering steal the bloom from the
cheeks, the brightness from the eyes,
the fairness from the form. They
write t:leir record in many a crease
and wrinkle. What a boon then to
woman is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription. It promotes perfect, regu-
larity, dries up debilitating drains,
heals ulceration, cures female weak-
ness, and establishes the delicate
womanly organs in vigorous and
permanent health. No other medi-
cine can do for woman what is done
by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion.'
THE BEST SYSTEM.
"One telephone system is the best.
"We want but one telephone ser-
vice here, and that the best and
cheapest.
"The telephone is a natural me-
nopoly, and more than one system
would be a nuisance."
—Mayor Akin in the Evansville,
Ind., Courier. March 12, 1898. (lit
BANK OF HUHN
Articles incorporating the Bank of
Crofton at Crofton, Ky., have been
filed in the office of the secretary of
oods and state in Frankfort. 'The capital stock
d whis- is $15,000 and the incorporators are
to Prof. A. B. Croft, Reuben Trotter and W.
ed and T. Fowler.
e don't 
really know whether we are eating a
sealskin sacque smothered in moth
balls or a stone quarry a la Newburg,
What is the self-respectini; house-!
wife to do? Who can be expected to
contrive raspberry tarts"like mother
used to make" from aniline dye and
hayseed?
The decision of the United States
supreme court puts canals in states :
U nder the maritime jurisdirtioti of .
the United States. Tlie ideelsion :
grow out of rf!pairs to a eamimai boat
on the Eli- canal, time ownor Lokito;z1
that a law in New York •tat 1 . in ,..--
gy‘pi mi. m!, . matter ed,C,41 1.. t Pl'i.v ,
bee.imi,.• th - 1.',•(1. ral govm , rmill -mit tiail ,
ijitrisdivi ion of t'i•, canal. .14 
e d
t'ii• ea-
n h .1al is wholly ill New N'i,t's; , ,.., e;
Ieisioo has cant , m1 a g. momi (I'll 'if sun-
It iejli ;limply to all eitmais in
r hi' 4,,milmmtry, no matter wheire cim-
structed or by whom owned.
THE
ROOT
OF YOLR
HAIR
should look
like tt.is,
but if you have
DANDRUFF
THE ti
e • n
L1
•-f(.91
dz end wi,h-
I I.:P
F Jiing 11 ir,
tIplinrfs, you
KILL TH' GERM
NEWURO'S
HERPICIDE
for sale by all druggists. Price $1.
'Al
THE fiLD RELIABLE
Abssitite7:7 'Pure
MERE' IS IVO 5fiLIZIgitY2'12:
PROF. TAYLOR
IS INJURED.
Superintendent of the Hophinsville Public
Schools Dragged By a Street Car
In Louisville.
Superintendent J. B. Tayler of the city CliiiulS met, with a painful ac-
cident*Thursday in Louisville. He had rut his 11t I son On a street car
ar.d was about to step aboard 1 i -e !f w bet, t he r nnexpectedly lurched
forward, dragging him some and badly bruising him and tearing
his clothes, His injuries are tot of st
 erjsus mature.
THE REV. DR. W. W. HAMILTON,
Who Began a Protracted Meeting Monday at the Baptist Church.
HANCOCK SENTENCED TO EIGHTEEN
MONTHS IN ATLANTA PENITENTIARY
Well Known Citizen of the Casliy Vicinity
Convicted of Using the United States
Mail to Defraud.
In the federal coat at Owensboro wholesale houses by using letter-
sentence was pronpunced Tuesday heads on which his name was print-
on F. B. Hancock, of Christian coun- ed as a general merchant dealing in
ty, convicted of using the mails to dry goods, groceries, farming iruple-
defraud. He Was given a tecin of ments, etc. Large quantities of
eighteen months in the Atlanta pen- freight have come to him over both
itentiary. Hancock, according to the I. C. and L. & N. and numerous
Owensboro Inquirer, confessed that express packages by the Southern
he represented himself as a merchant and American express companies.
and in that way s-?cured samples of It is claimed that he accepted only
flour, goods on which freight and express
Hanc(wk is one of the best known had been prepaid. The local banks
omen in the Casky vicinity, and it k
CI aimed he has operated extensively
for many year;, having secIE•11,1 „hip_
mews s.f varion-i sorts ig-oods Iron)
(7. •• jo,.0°"--
AS71 Ma, Z.17,
7.kp_fitfreft ?g
A by
,07 e zit, ..Tor _La rE71,,,
nave rceeived sew rat h u mired drafts
on hill; which they were unable to
cidlect. lianciicl, has tor years been
rat:win., a 11 dir fat in near Casky.
rue 11:7T TNE. CHEAPEST'
NOT GAME INAHOEN
MR. LONG TELLS OF HIS
OFFICE.
In Full Sympathy With the
Movement to Protect
the Came.
Editor New Era:
Under the head Want Game War-
den," in your Saturday's issue are
some excellent and timely .sugges-
tions in regard to the better .protec-
tion of game bir.ds of the state, which
would apply with equal force to some
of our song and Insectivorous birds
that are also being destroyed in vio-
lation of law. In the article refer-
ence is made, to Me as "Kentucky
Game Warden," which, in that con-
nection, might convey the idea that
I am an officer of the state and take
cognizance of violations of the game
laws and have to do with their en-
forcement, This is in no sense true.
There is an organization known as
the "League of American .Sports-
men," composed of gentlemen and
ladies throughout the United States
and Canada which has for its object
the propagieion and preservation of
fish, game and biads, and is mainly
educational in its work. It has
branches- in the different states and
territories called divisions and I .am
simply the presiding officer of the
Kentucky divligion of the league and
am designated as "Chief Walden."
The title is a little Misleading and
that doubtless caused the confusion
against which I am entering this
gentle protest.
I am hi full sympathy with the
present movement looking to a more
faithful observance of the laws and
shall do what I can by precept and
example to encourage it; andI also
think the state shoald have an offi-
cial for this purpose, yet I am- in no
sense an officer and have no.more
authority to enforce them nor inter-
est in their observance than any
other good citizen should have:
While on the subject I want to ex-
press my gratification that the: New
Era is generously aiding in thig edu-
cational work, GEO. C. 1,0147c.
Buried at Hickman.
/----
The Hickman Couri€4 says: ''The
remains of Mrs. Maggie Buchanan
1 who died at Pembroke, Ky., nearHopkidsville, Monday, arrived inHickman on the noon train Wednes-
day and were interred in the city
cemetery later. Mrs. Buchanan was
a daughter of R. D. Finch, of Madrid
Bend, and was about 35 years of age.
She married B. C. Buchanan, nephew
of Capt. H. Buchanan, but the couple
separated after living a year or more
together. To this union a daugeter,
Ruth, was born, who is now about 8
years old. After leaving the, bend
deceased went to Pembroke where
she had properIty ' interests, and; re-
sided there until her death from. ap-
pendicitis. Deceased was well known
in Hickman many years ago, and is
remembered by many people yet re-
siding here. The funeral arrange-
ments were made by Captain Buch-
anan and Undertaker Barrett super-
intended the interment."
HAD TUBERCULOSIS
FOUR FULLY DEVELOPED
CASES FOUND.
A Crusade Against Con-
sumption in the State
Will Result.
Suspicion that cows in the herd at
the Central Kentucky asylum for the
insane were diseased with tubercu-
losis was found to be a certainty,
when the lungs and intestines of
four animals were examined. The
cows were killed and one look at the
lungs showed beyond any question
that the cows had tuberculosis in an
advanced stage.
The investigation means the begin-
ning of a. crusade against consump-
tion in the state, which will result,
It is hoped, in largely reducing the
death rate from that disease in the
state. No doubt exists in the minds
of the state board of health that a
large percentage of the cases of con-
sumption originates from the use of
milk which comes from cows dis-
eased with tuberculosis. So far no
preventative steps have been taken
in this state looking to the lessening
of the number of cases of consump-
tion. This is the first step, but oth-
ers of a radical nature will be taken.
-111X SUPERVISORS
Will Meet on the First Mon-
day in January.
Th•e board of tax supervisors for
1904 have been appointed and will
meet at the courthouse on the first
Monday in January to go over the
assessor's books and make any
changes they may deem needful in
the valuation of property. The mem-
bers of the board are J. A. Miles, T.
M. Barker, George W. Barnes, W. R.
Putnam, Lee Ellis, A. H. Anderson,
Frank Campbell.
• ••
HAVE STRUCK OIL
Messrs. Metcalfe and Crock-
ett Are Lucky.
Several weeks ago Messrs.T.L.Met-
calfe and A. P. Crockett, in company
with Mr. C. D. Jackman, formerly of
this city, invested in some property
in the suburbs of Crowley, La. The
property is located near the oil
fields of that section and they decid-
ed to dill, although the property
would find a ready sale as city lots.
This morning they received a tele-
gram from Mr. Jackman stating that
oil had been struck arid as he ex
pressed it, it was a "big hit." The
message contained no further partic-
ulars but stated that all details would
follow by letter.
IN NIGHTCLOTHES
(From Wednesday's Daily)
This morning about one o'cloqk an
alarm of fire was turned in from the
residence of Mr. Sidney Johnson on
LEMON NOT SQUEEZED Durrett Avenue, but when the de-partment arrived at the scene the
(Special to New Era.) house was so far gone that it cpuld
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 25.— not be saved. Mr. Johnson was %be
Charles E. Lemon, the wealthy ais- first to discover the fire, which htic
tiller charged with detaining Mrs. • at that time gained such headway
Ada Stewart against her will, was that he and his wife and child barely
dismissed today in city court. The !made their escape in their night
grand jury declined to indict him,af- I clothes. Only one bed and a trunk
ter examining Mrs. Stewart. were saved. The loss is about $2,000,
••••
Another Courtmartial.
A courtmartial will be held tonight
in Louisville to try member,: of the
1,duisville battery who are accused
of variim A acts I if insuborAination.
Tin, trials Were ordcred by Governor
Beckham at the reqtiest of Louisville
battery otneor,:.
Panania•s new Hag is not pretty,
but she can look at ours when she
wants to enjoy herself.
• which is only partially covered by
insurance.
STRIKE OVER.
to New Era.)
ICACM, 111., Nov. 25.—T 11 e
agreenient rimr the ending of time
street. car strike was ratified today
by the street railway employes, and
the strikers were ordered back to
work, The terms are a victory for
the railway company.
"14
VERDICT OF COURIMARTIR SEALED
TO BE SENT TO GOVERNOR BECKHAM
Finding Will Not Be Known Until Given Out
By the Chief Executive.--The Defense
Has Its Inning.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The general courtmartial ordered
by Governor Beckham for the trial
of ;Sergeant Anson Huggins on the
charge of absenting himself from the
camp of military instruction at West
Point without leave convened this
morning shortly before ten o'clock in
room No. 209 at Hotel Latham. Capt.
Walter Powers commanding Co. E.,
of Madisonville, is presiding, and
Capt. G. Talbot Berry, commanding
Co. B. of Morganfield, is acting as
judge advocate or prosecuting at-
torney. The court is completed by
Capt. Henry Denhardt, commanding
Co. A., of Bowling Green, and Capt.
A. T. Welch, commanding Co. M., of
Franklin. Sergeant Huggins is rep-
resented by Attorney John Feland,
formerly captain of Co. D. Newspa-
per and military men and the father
and brother of the defendant were
allowed to hear the evidence as in-
troduced.
Capt. Long.
The first witness introduced by the
prosecution was Captain Clifton
Long who was in command of the
company while they were at West
Point. He testified to being at West
Point in command of Co. D., and
that during that time Huggins was a
member of the company, in the ca-
pacity of sergeant. He stated that
Huggins went on the long hike which
began Sunday afternoon and ended
Monday night. He saw Huggins at
camp Tuesday morning and knew
he was present at roll call, but-he
saw him no more' until Oct. 16th,
when Huggins reported to him here.
He said that on Tuesday morning
Huggins applied to be excused from
drill and that he required him to
show a surgeon's certificate of phys-
ical inability which he did not do.
On cross examination Capt. Long
testified that he was not regularly
elected but was appointed by Gov.
Beckham. He was then asked the
question by the defense whether he
had ever duly qualified by taking the
oath of office, etc., to which the pros-
ecution objected and the court sus-
tained the objection. He stated that
he was a duly enlisted member of the
state guard, and that be went to
West Point under direct orders from
the adjutant general, and that he
bad been recognized a number of
times as the cfficer in command of
Co. D. Capt. Long made short
speech in explanation of his action in
preferring the charges against Ser-
geant Huggins inasmuch as he had
a right to prefer charges if he were
merely a member of the state guard,
and the question as to whether -he
had duly qualified as captain had no
direct bearing on the case. Mr. Fe-
land objected to this speech.
Sergeant Winfree.
First Sergeant Ben S. Winfree tes-
tified to Sergeant Huggins' going on
the hike, arid to his being present at
roll call Tuesday morning which the
witness himself called. At roll call
Wednesday morning Huggins was
absent and he had duly reported him
as being absent from camp without
leave. He aIso stated that Huggins
did not answer sick call which was
made about 7 o'clock on Tuesday
morning. He did not known when
the defendant left camp, but it was
some time Tuesday.
Sergeant West.
Quartermaster Sergeant Walter
West testified that he did not accom-
pany the company on the hike but
stayed at camp to have food prepar-
ed for them on their return. He fur-
nished each man, as well as he could
remember, with an Irish potato, six
slices of bacon and hardtack. He
said Huggins was not present at
meal times either Tuesday or Wed-
nesday, and that the morning before
he left camp he heard the defendant
complain of his feet. He testified
that he saw Huggins pack his grip
and leave the camp in the direction
of Howard station. He was walking,
sesiningly in no worse condition
thait the other members of the com-
pany. carrying his grip.
, Corporals Testify.
(icrporals E T. Ryan and illir
White testified that they never mw
Huggins after regimental drill on
Taesday morning. They did not see
him leave camp. Corp. White stated
that he heard Huggins complain of
sore feet but as that was a general
complaint he thought nothing of it.
Lieut. Wootton.
Second Lieutenant Jas. Wootton
testified that he was at the camp and
did not grant Huggins a leave of
absence.
Lieut. Clark.
rirst Lieutenant E. W. Clark tes-
tified that he did not grant Huggins
leaVe of absence, neither did he re-
pot* any sickness or lameness to him.
On cross-examination he stated that
ao tar as he knew Huggins' general
repntation as a soldier had previous-
ly teen good. When the investiga-
tioti was carried further he stated
th4 during the rain which fell hile
the were on the hike Sunday,' Hug-
gins and several others left the line
and start( d off by theniseives, he did
netknow where, and that Captain
Long had to recall them, but so far
as he knew they came without any
trottble.
Testimony for Serge'ant Huggins
will be introduced th,ii afternoon.
(From Wednesdity's Daily.)
The military air that hovered
about Hotel Latham Tuesday is dis-
sipated. The well-groomed officers
in ciresasuniforms, shining buttons,
gold shoulder straps and clanking
swords, have returned to their
homes. The witnesses in soldier
bluS are going about their customary
avoieations. The courtmartial, or-
ganized to try Sergt. Anson Hug-
gine for leaving West Point without
orders, has adjourned. Its verdict
has been reached and sealed and,
together with the records of the case,
will be forwarded to Gov. Beckham,
and will not be divulged until he
ems* fit to make it public.
The Verdict.
It is not expected that the finding
of the court will be severe, owing to
the youth and inexperience of the
young soldier, his past good record,
hit intentiOn to return to camp and
other mitigating facts adduced in
the trial.
Judge Advocate Berry objected to
the; introduction of testimony to
shop/ extenuating circumstances on
the;grounds that it was not compe-
teini. Attorney Feland argued that
Cie [defense had a right, in palliation
of puueg Huggins' action, to make
kno*ii the conditions that impelled
hiM, to leave camp. President Pow-
ers Overruled the Judge Advocate's
motion to exclude evidence in miti-
gation of the offense. The case was
ably argued, at the conclusion of the
testimony, by Mr. Feland and Capt.
Berry.
.M.••••••••
Sergt. Huggins.
Sergeant Huggins went on the
stand in his own behalf. He stated
that he had been a member of the
state guard for some time prior to
the encampment, of being promoted
from the ranas to sergeant,of attend-
ing the encampment and going on
the long hike. He stated that his
rations for the three meals of the
hike consisted ot four small slices of
bacon and a half loaf of bread, and
he ate the meat for supper and had
nothing but bread for breakfast next
monning and was c..eupelled t3 do
Without Wirier, having nothing to
eat Until he reached camp about 8
o'clock that night. He said that on
the next insrning his feet were so
badly blistered and the leaders were
drawn so that he could hardly walk,
and that after answering roll call lie
applied to Capt. Lung for permission
to miss drill. The captain told him
he would have to secure a surgeon's
certificate before he could be excus-
ed. He then went in search of a
surgeon and found one to whom he
applied for a certificate, but was re-
fused, the surgeon not even examin-
ing him. When he again reported
to Capt. Long he was told that he
would be required to drill as usual.
That afternoon, in company with
Coleman Lacey, he went to West
Point, where he bought a new pair of
shoes, which, on account of the
swollen condition of his feet, be had
to get a Ilse and a half too large.
Lacey returned to clamp early, but
he purchased a ticket to Henderson
and then to Hopkinsville, reaching
this city about 2' a. in. Wednesday.
He went at once to his home and re-
tired after exnlaining to his father.
His father left the next morning be-
fore he awoke, but left a message
with his mother for him to return to
camp that afternoon, but when he
tried to arise and dress he found it
impossible and was confined to his
bed for three days.
On cross-examination he stated
that the articles of war had never
been read to him by any officer of
the company or other person, neither
had he read the articles himself.
Other Witnesses.
The defendant's father, R. H.
Huggins, was introduced and oorrob-
orated his sun's testimony as to his
return and to his being confined to
his bed.
Sergeant Stanley West testified
that he heard numerous complaints
of sore feet, and from Huggins es-
pecially.
Tom Witty, the company cook,
attw Huggins Tuesday morninglimp-
leg about barefooted and heard him
complain of his feet.
Privates Dick Cannon and Elmo
Lacey, also heard Huggins complain
of hi S feet.
Private Coleman Lacey, a tent
mate saw one of the large blisters on
one of Huggins' fact He did not
know that Huggins was going to
leave. Charles Cansler, drummer,
tented with Huggins and heard that
he was troubled with his feet. The
defense closed with the testimony of
Sergeants Robt. Hillie and Jas.
Quarles who corroborated the fore-
going testimony showing that Hug-
gins' feet were badly blistered and
swollen and that the rations issued
were insufficient.
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab-
lets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
nature is on each box. 2.5c.
TRAIN SCHEDULES
ARE BEING PREPARED BY
OFFICALS.
Tennessee C en t ra I Road
Will Be Operated on
November SO.
The Tennessee Central officials are
working on the schedules for trains
on the Clarksville and Hopkinsville,
which .will be operated beginning ,
November BO. The schedule will be
arranged so that trains on the Harri-
man division will make close connec-
tion with trains for Hopkinsville,
and trains over the Hopkinsviile di-
vision will make through connection
for Harriman and the East. It is ex-
pected to make the schedule public
within a few days.
.111110.-
FIREMEN FIRED
Six Dismissed for Refusing
to Cive Evidence.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 25.—
Chief Tyson, of fire department, has
dismissed six firemen for refusing;
to testify at hearing of men charged!
with looting during the progress of
the old Masonic Temple fire. The
five men directly charged with loot-!
lug will be tried today by the board ,
of safety.
N Don't Be Fooled
ZirOZZZ.%)..Waa%
Into Buying
Cheap Harness
Get
GOOD •
Leather
In your harness and your money's
worth.
Cheap harnes is dear at any price.
We know what i best for you and
if you wiil call and see our large
# stack of Hand-Made Harness, Bri-
dles, Check Reins, Hip Straps and
Breeching you will see that we have
not tried to fool you. % Our trade has
been large and we intend to make it
larger by giving you your money's
worth in anything you buy, Don't
fail to brice our goods for we will
save you money.
Lap Robes and Buggies are way
down. Come and see.
F A Yost&CoDEAL IN SNUFF
Merriwether Co., of Clarks-,
vine, Bought by Trust. 
207, S. Main Street.
NZMZZZZ
DR MOFFETT'S A
I EETH IN A
Cures Cholera- Infantile!,
Diarrhoea,Dysentery, and
the Bowel Troubles of
, Children of Any Age.
Aids Digestion, Regulates
LEMING POWDERS) the Bowels, Strengthens
Costs Only 25 cents at Druggists, the Child and MakesTEETHING EASY.
Or mail 25 emits to C. J. MOFFETT. M. D.. ST. LOUIS, MO.
Orrics or D. H. HARDY, Secretary of State, AusTig, Tex., Nov. 21. 1900.
I have found Dr. Ittoffett's TEETHINA a splendid remedy and aid for my teething children. When my oldestchase the Standard Snuff plant of 
..oy was a teething child, every succeeding day warned us that we would inevitably lose him. I happened upon
TEETIIINA, and began at once administering it to him, and his improvement was marked in 24 Lours, and fromNashville. They say there is noth- that day on he recuperated. I have constantly kept it and used it since with my children, and have taken great
pleasure in sounding Its praises to all mothers of young children. I found it invaluable even after the teething
ing in the report. uariod was palmed. MM. D. H. HAF.DY.
The purchase of the Merriwether
Snuff company at Clarksville by the
American Snuff company has been ,
made public. It is understood that
the Merriwether plant will be con-
tinued in operation by the new own-
ers. The American people, through
their local manager, L. A. Bowers,
took occasion to deny the rumor that
they expected or intended to pur-
of am terribly bothered
OM making my will.
Than ksgiving Day Is near." 
.Y.
--1"1
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"I don't care a bit, I sin
happy as I shall be roasted
in the oven of a Great
Majestic
Just Think Of It!
Baited in the oven of a
GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE!
Carved with a
ROBISON CARVING SET!
FRENCH rig 
ed 
°A a GAME SET!
Three articles of unequalled merit. All for sale by
FORBES 11ANUFACTURING CO.
11$441444•Aenn,111.€444...4.40.44.44.4.40v orw,••••••,..- —......o.wwwv.s,ca.anairwen04 16
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A RESCUE AT
SEA
(Copyright. tere by C. B. Lewis.)
The brig Foam. bound from Liver-
pool to the West Indies and having on
board 'ZOO English emigrants, had been
for four days a drifting wreck when
sighted by the Dolphiu of Bremen. It
so happened that an American man-
of-war to which I belonged as an Pn-.
listed man put into that port for some
sligle repairs. and twelve of tie desert-
ed to e.) nboard of the Dolpien. It
does not excuse our action to tiay that
the captain brought this ctesertioe
about by the proullse of high! wage-.
He wanted a crew and did not care
bow the men came to him.
We bad been twelve days out wiree
we sighted the Foam as she lay wal-
lowing in the trough of the see a com-
plete wreck aloft. After a brief look
at her through the glass the Optaia
'began cursing his LU luck. Asa mat-
ter or fact, we had neither ramie water
nor .provisions to spare, and the ship
*as loaded down to the mark with
cargo. but when we heard our officers
propose to pass the wreck without no-
tice every man of the twelve was
ready for mutiny. We demanded that
communication be opened with the un-
fortimate people, and after a good deel
of growling the Dolphin ran down to
the wreck and sent a boat to her.
The report of the mate when he re-
turned was to the effect that the peo-
ple were on quarter allowance, with
much sickness among the women and
ehildren, and that they desired to aban-
dou the wreck and be taken aboard of
the ship. We had spare spars aboard.
and the captain offered to sell three or
four sticks for about three times their
value, the payment to be made in gold
on delivery. The brig declined this
"generous" offer, as the crew was sat-
isfied that the shattered hulk could
never be worked into port, e+en If
tulip provisioned besides.
Our captain was holding off, not
wishing to take the unfortunates and
yet afrahl of us, when a squall came
on. and be attempted to sail away.
The whole crew, including the second
mate, at once refused duty. The cap-
tain and first mate then declared their
authorey at end and went below, but
we were not to he bluffed., The SPcond
mate was installed as captain, and two
hours Inter all the people on the wreck
hail been transferred. It was in got:re
t00. as a gale came on that tasted
for three days and must have sertt the
brig to the bottom.
We had mutinied and taker poses-
!don of the ship, but we felt that cir-
etmistences jtestifled it. Neither insult
nor Lem was of:ered the two officers.
They made inney threats as to the
punishment we should receive When
the ship arrived in port, but we Stood
firm and kept clear of any further quar-
rels. Our craft had no accommodation
whatever for passengers, and you cam
Unagine the mess we were in be
that crowd was taken aboard. The
captain not only flatly refused to ttake
charee of the navigation, but teould
have nothing whatever to do with the
teufortnnates. couid have sheltered
many women and children in the cabin
but not even the sick ones were inritsd
to make use of it. Everybody abbard
had to be put on short allowance at
once. end a shift was made whereby
the women and children were at least
sheltered.
After a general consultation It was
decided to make for the Bermudas, and
on the fourth day after taking the two-
pie off the wreck we sighted an Auer-
lean ship and secured from her a fair
supply of water and a quantity of Iliorir
and biscuits. It was a run of seven
days more to the islands. and during
the last three days no adult had food
enongh to keep down the pangs of kun-
gen None of us believed that we could
be punished for taking the ship out of
the captain's bands to save human life.
and I am sure we would not have been
meddled with but for the presence of a
British man-of-war In port. As goon
es our captain could board the craft
and report nil of Us we're arrested ntel
dung into prison to await the action of
the law. I never found out just when
they intended to send us for trial, but
presume it was Bremen.
For some reason or other there Wits
a tong (May, and at length matters
were compliented by our being claimed
as deserters from an American mats-of-
war. The people whom we WO saved
were grateful enough, to be sure, but
all otters looked upon us as a lot Of
pirates who ought to have been Wing
as soon as captured. When we heel
been in jail five mouths we got whril
from nn American who was pretty
thoroughly posted on the case that we
should soon be sent away for trial and
that we might expect at least five
years' imprisonment apiece.
This news decided us to make an !at-
tempt to break jail, and one night a
week later, using tools which a guard
had been bribed to pass in to us. We
sawed away the bars of a window and
gitized our liberty. Proceeding to the
barber. we found an American veSsel
ready to sail, and before our esteipe
was discovered we were miles at sPii.
Five of Us afterward surrendered 1 to
the naval erstberities as deserters alud
took our punishment, but what be-1i
t
ile
of the others I do not know.
To save the lives of almost 300 lel-
low beings we were driven to nu-
tiny on the high seas, and while it
would seem to have been both a noble
and heroic action, and one that We
ehonle have received credit for, noth-
ice but misfortune and disgrace grew
out of it. The conteneitible action of
our cateetin even found excusers,
though it was plain that had he hod
hIe wet, the wreck would have taken
every soul to the bottom with her.
IL QUAD
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6o different games—all new
—one in each package of
ion Coffee
at your Grocer's.
FINED $1,500
For Sending Obscene Mat-
ter to Henderson Belle.
(Special to New Era-)
OWENSBORO, Ky., Nov. 24 —
Apdrew Reichart, a prominent to-
bacco mate was fined $1,600 it) the
federal court today on the cherge of
sending obscene matter through the
mails to Miss Simper, a Henderson
uelle. Reichart is a married man.
His friends oialua that his mind is
unbalanced.
The K. T. Rotel rd Tobasdok Co., of
Henderson, was ordered into bank-
ruptcy by Judge Evans today on the
oetitien of the Old National sank of
Evaitsville.
•••
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
Tough caused by attack of la gripes.
It heals the IttnIa.--
Itphatic
Tar the "Kentuckian" today ap-
e-erti au article tinder, "Discrimina-
Oen," In which it stilted thet the
'unsheriand Telephone Co.'s subscri-
;ere C41Usity are getting free
,ers ice it II Its stilecribere at Clarks-
- lie. We wish to deity emphatically
ear unequivocally that this cenipa-
o subeeribere at Trentoti, Peru -
a. er Elkton are gettieg free ser-
i •t• ith our subscribers at Clarks-
i to.
Our enhecribere Iii Todd county are
permitted to intercorninuniteite with
-ne another just as they are in Chris-
ti .n county, and, hence, the state-
nent in,the Ker tick Ian is absolute-
s,. without Touridaitien.
The Kentuckian ale° entitle& t ) our
-tandard buena; retae in Clarks-
ville. and te read the arti -1- hurritd
y one oliglit'camellide that the busi-
flees tette; there lad been reduced.
No navy never r. due.-4 vur its Idard
,iiefiliess rot-Finny Wheriand our But,-
scribers 1 i Clerk et 1.N are paying
riMin tteley. The in ,ClarKs
• iPle are the same as those Iit of-
,irsville, I. e $3.50 per inert I for di-
e-et litres and $e.50 for party lines.
law • Cuinberiaral Tel. & Tel. Co
•••••••••••••••••ismo•••••.
Commissioner's
Sale.
Christian Citcuir Cnurt, Kt ntucky
H. Hampton, Ext'r
*winter,f Equity.
J W 'Word an I others )
By virtue of a jnii}reipietit and order
4 sale of the Cheistien Circeit court.
rendered at the September term
thereof, 1903, in rhe ahoy.- cause
.hall proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door In Hopkinsville,
Ky., to the highest bidder, at Public
A110,14)11, on Monday the 7th day of
December, 1.9 3, at 11 o'clock a. meor
thereabout. (being county can rt day)
upon a eredit of sixemonths, the fol-
lowing described property. towit:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
situated near Irretndon, Christian
county, Ky , arid bounded as follows:
Beginning at an iron wood on the
south side of the river, a few yards
below the bend; thence S. 28 poles to
a stake; thence W. 32 poles to a wal-
nut in Foard's line; thence S. 102
poles to two black jacks, Coleman's
corners; thence E. 320 poles to stake,
:mot I ier of Colerean's corners; thence
N. 206 poles loft hickory and black
oak; therree W. 132 poles to a stakel G. L. Harris, of Pembroke
o
on the north bank of 
thceeda 
rivrer;thefice 
, pleasant caller at thin officeS. 24 W. 12 pulse; t a 
 on the ,
west bank of river•
'
 
thence S. 20 W. day.
72 poles to the beginniter, and con-
taining 254 and e; acres, more'or lees,
or sufficient thereof to produce the
sums of money ordered to be made,
Amounting to $2,951.12. For the pur-
chase priee the purchaser must exe-
cute bond with approved surety or
Recto'', his, bearing legal interest 0
es—ere--from the day of sale until paid, and ;
having the force and effect of a re- Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
ploYin bond. Bidders will be pre- Tahlete are.becoming a favorite forpared to uomply prom m a ntsetly with these stoch troubles a con nstipatio.
BAPTIST RENAL
FINE PROSPECTS FOR A
SUCCESSFUL IVIEETINC.
Services Will Be Held Daily
at 3 and 7 O'clock
p.m.
Auspicious circumstances attend-
ed the opening services Monday
night of the revival at the Haptiet
church. !be congregation was very
large and deeply attentive, the mu-
sic was excellent, and the Rev. Dr.
W. W. of Louisville, who
will preach twice daily during the
meeting, delivered sermon of engros-
sing interest. Dr. Hamilton modest')
disclaims any gift of eloquence, hut
though his reufarks last night were
without ornate rhetorical embellish-
meat, there was genuine eloquence
in the earnestness, strength and sini•
plicity of his message. Without be-
ing anything of a pulpit orator in
the popular sense of the term, he has
the elements a a powerful preacher.
Magnetic, consecrated, filled with
a burning desire to save souls, what
he says never fails to rivet the atten-
tion of his hearers. In the pulpit he
Is free of mannerisms, flexible and
natural; a man cn the highest moral
purpose, intense religious couviction
and sound corn i on sense.
His sermon last night was of an in-
troductory character. He used a
joint text—Psalins 85:6, "Wilt thou
not revive us again: that thy people
may rejoice in thee," and Luke 8:4.
"Prepare ye the way. (1 the Lord
make his paths straight." lie show'
ed that in order to have A success-
ful revival, the church must be con-
•ious of the need of and really want
power from God in the meeting,
importunate in prayer and have in
their own hearts the joy of salvation.
Dr. Hamilton illuminated the die
course with many interesting and
effective illustrations.
Services will be held at three and
seven o'clock p.. no throughout the
week. Thursday Dr. Hamilton will
preach the Thanksgiving Day sr-
vice at Unite). tabernacle at lte3o
o'clock.
PERSONAL
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. James Skarry has removed
from Sebree to this city.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Zimmer are at
Dawson.
Mr. Gus Singleton, of Paducah, Is
ill the city.
Mr. S. R. Fears, formerly of this
city but now of St. Louis. passed
through Palucah yesterday en roete
to Hopkinsville on a visit. r.
Fears has been employed by the
World's 'Fair company and while
workiog on a bildiug iejuted his left
hatiel arid had to lay off.---Paducah
eye
Miss E'ó Jones will leave Weds
neaday for Hopkitisvilie to spend
Thanksgivieg with Miss Lillian
Gary, of that place.—Clarksville
Times-Journal.
Mrs. R. L, Woodard and son, Rob-
ert, will go to Springfield, Tenn., to-
day to visit relatives.
Mr. H. S. Wade returned today
from a visit to celatives at Nashville
and Lebanon, Tenn.
tFrern Monday's Daily)
Dr. Prank Clarke, of Lexington, is
visiting Mr. W. T. Tandy's family.
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Ham-
ilton and child arrived in the city
this morning from Louisville and are
guests of the family of-Mr. J. T. WalP.
Mrs. Prendo Tate has returned
fee
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What
WALTHER'S
PE 1 ED
is and does
It is simply a good, honest, common-
sense food tonic—a coinbination of
rich Port Wine and Pure Pepsin,—
nothing else. It is not a cure-all, or a
medicine for acute or chronic diseases.
It does not take the place of thedoctor. It does strengthen weak diges-tive organs, tones and builds up theimpaired, impoverished nerves, mus-
cles and blood, and promotes a perfect
condition of vigorous health. It is a
valuable remedy for dyspepsia, indiges-
tion, and stomach troubles generally—.for weakened vitality and impaired
strength. It is a preparation of great
worth for nursing mothers, tired
women, old folks, invalids and conva-lescents. It is highly recommendedby physicians and prescribed by them
—both its constituents being of long
demonstrated worth.
Two sizes, 50 cts. and $1.octt
For Salo By
400 & Fowler and J. 0. Cook, Druggists,
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonichas stood the test 25 years. Average Annual Sales OVET 'One and a Half Millionbottles. Does this record of merit appeal to you? No Cure, No Pay. 50c.Zaclosed with every bottle is a Tea Cent. package of Grove's Black Root. Liver Pills.
NNW 
•
DETRIBUTlatil
Red Front, opposite Court ,Hou-=e,We will distribute !among our (-uFr omers onTuesday, D.,c=_qub2r 29, 1903,
THIRTY FIVE
PRESENTS
Now on Exhibition at our store as follows:
let-1 marble top Deng') Kneader &
Beaten Biec nit Machine.
2-100 lba Granulated Sugar.
3-1 Fancy Broom.
4-12 packages Arbuckle.; Coffee.
5--I bbl. Finest Patent Flour.
er—Year subscription to Independent
7-1 White Bowl and Pitcher.
8-1 box 10 cakes Pretty Soap.
9-1 Tin Water Set.
10-50 lb sack Family Flour.
11—I box 50 Jock() Cigars.
12—Year subscription Kentuckian.
13-1 btil Cuba Molasses.
1 I-20 lbs Granulated Sugar.
15-6 lb box CrertmetteCandy.
18- Elegant 12eeietia Chamber Set.
17-24 lb sack Patent Flour.
18—bib Red Gravy Pam.
I9—Year sub Weekly New Era.
20—Extra laree French Rat Trap
'21-1110 :he. Granulated Sucar
22-12 mickaves Pyles Pearline
.3-1 Fancy Coal Vaee.
24-8 lb hex Ky. Diamond Tobaceo.
25-6 qt (Stellate Bucket. '
2 ;— Year seb. Daily New Era.
27-6 cans Ferndel Corn.
28-6 lb box 1 owney's Cande.
29—lb cau Chase & Sanhourn's Seal
Brand Mocha and Java Coffee,
30-5 lb Red Duke Smoking Tobacco.
31-12 cakes Lana Oil Toilet Soap.
32—Year sub HopkinevilleMessenger
33—One wooden top Dough Kneader
and Beaten Biscuit Machine.
34—Year sub. Ladies Home Jour...gal.
35—One Elegant Parlor Lamp.
The Ones to Secure the Above Special Prem-iums to Be Determined As Follows:
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This prepaiation contains all of Ow
, digestants and d'.gests all kinds of
food. ltgivesirstant, Lefler and never
fails tocura It alleos vou te eat all
• the food you want. The otost bens! tin
stomachs can take it. by its ”se many
, thousands of dyspeptics 13sAis bees
t mired after everything se failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the etors-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
it can't help
but do you good
Prepared only by E. 0. Dr W trr A; CIA:mogoi
nut'. bouie co rt skins 25t times the 50k:...1461,
Sold by R. C Hardwick
I Am- e-ricanBeauty
and P. C. Corsets
Exclusive
designs and
latest fashion-
able models.
Over 90 new
and up-to date
styles to select
from. Made
from selected
wear-well
fabrics and
every pair
has our liber-
al guarantee.
I Ask to see
them.
alamazoo Corset Co.
Exclusive MarierttWith each Cash Purchase of 2ec we will give 1 ticket; 50c, 2 tickets; KALAMAZOO MICtl!C ANfrom a visit of several weeks to frieuds amount. We will place a duplicate of each ticket eiven out In a wheel kept Sold and recommended beefor that purpose and on above date at 1 p m we will have three disinterest-in Columbus. Delaware and Strat- ed judges to superintend the distribution. The wheel will be revolved j
 Hford, Ohio. She was accompanied around a number of times and then a child blindfolded will draw a tickethome by Mrs. L. J. Pratt, of Colute- from the wheel and the number will he announced by one of the judges.andbus, who will be her guest. the holder of the ticket will be entitled to the first premium. The sameproceedings will be gone through until tel premiums have been distributed.was All holders of ticke's must be present or some one with their numbersSatur- and the name and address of the owner. If they fail to be present they willforfeit to holders of tickets remaining in the wheel and the distributionwill proceed as originally.
terms. Frank Ii os,
9w3t Master Cerumissioner.
- • •••-..s••• e•-••
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Beare the Ktnd You Have Always Bought
Bieeatrae
of
For sale b le L. Eh; n.
el, 4 tickets. One ticket going with each 25e cash purchase up to any
o-r-<{.4raf.i ?..rnitOic.e••••%,"
14nd Retail
COOPER&
Wholcslie GROCERS
•
Anderson &Co
Nasal
CATARRH
In all its stages.
Ely's cream Balm
cleanees, soothes ar,d heal 
the disess-d membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
se-ay a cold ha the Lead
quickly.
Creaet Balm is placed into the nostrils, preads
over the membrane and is absorbed. Italie is tin-
mediate and a cam follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug-
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 ct.nus.
ELY BROTHEZS, 56 Warren Street, New Task_
••••••... . --::;,fj'v=soriaes-sgev
•
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SEVEN REASONS WHY
FOLEY'S
ONEY AND T
s a Household Favorite Everywhere for
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
Grippe and all other Throat and Lung Troubles
5
7
It quickly stops coughing, tickling in throat, difficult breathing
and pain in the chest and lungs.
It immediately relieves the spasms of Croup and Whooping
Cosugh and effects a speedy cure.
It contains no opiates or other poisons and can be given with
safety to children and delicate persons.
It contains no harsh expectorants to strain the lungs or astrin..
gents to dry the secretions and cause constipation.
It prevents Pneumonia and Consumption, strengthens the lungs
and cures LaGrippe and its after effects.
It will cure Consumption and Asthma in the early stages and
give comfort and relief in the most hopeless cases.
It is pleasant to take and at once produces a soothing and
strengthening effect on the lungs.
A Severe Cold For Three Months.
flat following letter from A. J. Nusbaum, of Bates-
ville, Ind., tells its own story: "I suffered for three
months with a severe cold. A druggist prepared me
some medicine, and a physician prescribed for me,
yet I did not improve. I then tried FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR, and eight doses cured me."
A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement.
Robert J. Miller, proprietor of the Read House Drug
Store, of Chattanooga, Tenn., writes: "There is
more merit in FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR than in
any other cough syrup. The calls for it multiply won-
derfully and we sell more of It than all other cough
syrups combined.1'
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
All Druggists'of HcIpkinsville
LIFE PLANT.
The only known remedy that renews the life and makes the blood young just
introduced in Hopkinsvilles Ky. It lea blood medicine, it cures all diseases arising
from impure blood. A positive cure for Rheumatism, Scrofula, Catarrh and 1•47<eze-
*ma; builds up the system melsee new life. -i4naltes the cheeks ruddy, step elastic,
body strong, and makes THE BLOOD YOUNG.
READ THE EVIDENCE.
Mrs. Suean Lewton. ttf Malvern, Ohio, writes:
"I had Rheumatism i(r one year and a considerable portion of the time I was
o bad I could scarcely welk. My ankle was so swollen a great deal of the time I
could scarcely get on my eine+. My limbs were nemb and I suffered continually. I
tried a great many remedies but wee unable to get relief until I tried LIFE PLANT.
I took four bottles and was entirely cured. It is a great remedy."
The Life Plant Co :
Dear Sir—I write this 'an an open letter, anti foi the benefit of those who are
suffering trom that painful disease, Rheumatism. I was afflicted with Rhetimati•m
for several months; my hands were swollen so badly I could not close them, and
most of the time I was confined to my room. I tried everything that was prescribed
to me I was finally induced to try Life Plant. After taking one bottle I was able
to be around. I have up to ihisttime taken three betties and I feel as well and free
from Rheumatism as though I never had any. I am now in my 72nd year and am
able to do all my ow o work.: Trusting that this letter of recommendation will in-
duce some sufferers of Rheumatism to try LIFE PLANT (for it cannot be praised
too high) I remaie yours trUly, MRS. J. W. 'WILLIAMS,
Waynesburg, Ohio, March 7, 1902.
era. Mary J. Suitt, of amhridfre, Ohio, writes: "I have been afflicted with
Rheumatism for some tiniFs;located in different parts of the body. I was not able to
get relief until I tried LEFF.; PLANT. Two hottles did the work. I can heartily
recommend it to all afflicted with Rheutnatistn."
Hon. H. H. Potter, Netw Philaiilphia, Ohio, speaks in the following emphatic
terms of the curative properOes of LIFE PLANT: "I have used LIFE PLANT as
a family medicine for two ySars, I can heartily endorse it as a most, valuable and
remarkable remedy. In facIt its use proves to be all that is claimed for it. It is tru-
ly a medicine of merit.
Oct the BEST FIRST1 (LIFE PLANT is the best.) Get it quick. Manufac-
tured by the LIFE PLANT O., Canton, Ohio.
• FOR SALVE BY
All First-Class Druggists.
TO RUT TRUST
BILLS FOR -FARMERS IN-
TRODUCED.
Representative Trimble, of Ken-
tucky, has introduced in the heuse a
hill which, if adopted, will, In his
oeinioil, make growers of tobacco in-1
dependent of the tobacco trust. The
oil gives the tobacco planters the
ight to market free of tax their to-
iscco in its pure state, in any guan-
o) of package.
"The tobacco trust," Mr. Trimble,
declared, "absolutely controls the
tobacco situation. This year prices
have been cut 3C per cent, with the
re-trit that farmers can hardly make
oiuugb CD which to live. My bill
will give to growers the opportunity
ro stem and twist their tobacco with-
tax. They will thus have the
ai vantage over the truet of six. cents
on every pound they produce. If the
Uspublican party refuses to pass this
oil it will o on recerd as favoring
(be trust, and will so tie the hands of
he planters that they will be unable
o sell the product."
Representative Gaines, of Tenel-e-
see, has introduced a bill providn's
bat it shall be lawful for any perso.
to buy, and sell tobacco unstetneird
tud in the leaf, without a license, or
the payment of any tax of any kind.
Only Makes a Bad Matter
Worse.
Perhaps you have never though'
of it hut the fact must be apparent ti
-osery one that constipation is causeo
t)y a lack of water in the sysrem,ae.
- he use of drastic cathartics like the
.Id fashion pills only makes a hae
matter worse. Chamberlain's Stem
mot and Liver Tablets aro much
:fore mild and gentlo in their effect
ind when the proper dose is take!'
rheir action is so natural that <ea
can hardly realize it is the effect of a
medicine. Try a 25 cent bottle of
them. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
•11111•1•••-
Chamberlain's Stomach and Live)
rat:Sets are becoming a favorite fir,
,tornach troubles aria constipation
For sale by L. L. Elgin.
No Arkansas Trip.
The Gracey Ilumitimig club will nit
so to Arkansas this year as has bii n
their custom. Instead a nuiober f
the nimrods are is clamp on M tides,
Fork near Cook's bridge for a ttn
.1t0 '8 hunt. In the party are: B. J.
Walt, J. T. Wall, Joe Wall, Bet)
Raker, Gip Watkins, 3. P. Wats(); ,
Terry Fuqua,' • Paul Turney, Eltie
Jones, Claude 11  adlington, Lawrence
Baker, William Shernber.
PEOPLE WE KNOW.
They are HopkInsville Peo-
ple, and What They Say Is
of Local Interest.
When an incident like the follow-
ing occurs right here at home, it is
bound to carry weight with our read-
ers. So many strarge occurrences
go the rounds of the press; are pub-
lished as facts, people become skep-
tical. On one ssibject ekepticism is
rapidly disaopearing. This is due to
the actual experience of eur citizens,
and their public utteranci s regarding
them. The dobbter must doubt le.
wore in the face of such evidence as
this. The public statemt lit of a rep-
utable citizen living vista here at
home, one whow you can see everj
day, leaves no ground for the skeptic
to stand on.
John J. Basford, cooper, 768 East
9th St., says: "My back used to be so
lame and sore at times that when I
bent it was all I could do to straight-
en up again. The pains were always
with me and I could not stand for
any length of time without feeling
them. I doctored atone time but did
not obtain the slightest benefit. My
attention was called to an advertise-
Tent of Doan's Kidney Pills aed I
determined to try them. I got a b ,x
At Thomas Sr Trahern's drug stets
and after using them ft few daj 8
could ma help but notice a market'
improvement in my conoilion. Mj
health is better now than it has be011
In years. I give all the credit to
Doan's Kidney Pills, and strongly
reeommend them to others." .
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Fostei-Milburn Co.. Buffalo
N. Y., sole agents for tte United
States.
Remember the name - Doan's /led
take no substitute.
---......_.
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The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has beenin use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of
and has been made under his per-
1'444
 nloajwsZ one to 
supervision
nd you
gince 
ve 
its
4
 in 
Infancy.
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All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
4 Experiments that trifle with and endanger the hcalth of
Wants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Csstor on, Pare.
gone, Itrops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor o;.her Narcotics
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cares Diaregta and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Fooe, reglilates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
CENUINE . CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
- 4
The Kind You Have Always Bought
in Use For Over 30 Yex.s.
TN( IIIRRYRUR 00111.RRY. Iry osuotat• arTIRECT. Rh; roan cm.
.qr. DR. MOFFETT'S A
I E ETH I N A Cap
s Cholera- infoolam,
isrrhoea,Dysentery, and
the Bowel Troubles of
Children of Any Age.
Aids Digestion, RegulatesLETtil NO POWDERS) the Bowels, Strenethens
the Child and MakesCosts Only 25 cents at Druggists, TEETHING EA.SY.Or man ea cents to C. J. MOFFETT. M. D., ST. LOU'S. MO.
ORFICIS OF f) R. HARDY, Secmtary Of Stat.B. AUtertn, Tex., nv. zi. Low.I have found Dr. Moffett's TEETHINA a splendid remedy and aid for my teething children. When my oldest
.ov was a teetliing child, every suocieeding day warned us that we would inevitably loss him. I happened uponAZTIIINA. a-id began at once administerinz it him, and his improvement was malted in 24 hx.rs. and iron
'oil day on he recuperad. I have cmistanUy kiln it and mei it since with my children, aril have taken groanIeasure In sounding its praises to all mothers of swing children., I !condi& invaluable iver after thetcettilag
eriod was Linseed. 11M. D. H. liAl..11Y.
Louisville and Nashire Railroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th,
NORTH. SOUTH.
sTo 62 St Louie Express 9.50 a Ili No 51 St Louis Express 
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 • States, exclusive of the immense gold
fields of Alaska. is estimated to have
an area of over 3.025.6(KI square wiles.
Few people have any conception of
what that enormous territory means.
A few months ago a disgruntled states-
man of Texas was reporbal to have de-
clared that in the near future the Unit-
ed States government would disinte-
grate. He begged the Texans to stand
tirm together, so that the state of old
Sam Houston might he owe the "re-
• 
• 
public of Texas," Wth :30.000,000 in
habitants. But, though this statement
Chicago. Nov. 2?..-In this sermon. ap- excited a smile over the length ani
proprtate to the season, the preacher breadth of the land and though we do!saints oat the manifold reasous we not believe this government of omaihale as a nation for a joyful acknowl- will ever disintegrate as long as earth-
esli,..iLient of God's goodness to us on iy time shall last, we do believe that
eeery hand. The text is l•roverbs xv, the statement in reference to the sup-
la. "He that is of a merry heart bath a porting area of Texas is net overdrawn.
coo tiona I feast." Germany in 181.)5 had a population of
Thanksgiving day! What does this 62,270,901 inhabitants. but Texas is
American queen of testivale mean to larger than Germany. France in 1806
the average hungry boy-for the aver- had a population of 38.517.975 inhab-
Age Atnerienn boy Is always hangry! A itanta. but Texas is larger than France.
feast, a great big dinner! A feast Italy in 1895 had a population of 31.-
wh4ch la fatuous for two characteris- 102.833 inhabitants. but Texas is near-
tics-first quantity-that Is the great ly two and one-half times as large as
assen'ia1; sacoud. quallty - this sec- Italy. Great Britain and Ireland col-
and characteristic mast tread closely lectively have an area of 120.809 square
upon the heels of the former. Not only miles and by the 1891 census 37.732.-
4bould there be plenty of food and not 9= inhabitants, but Texas is over twice
only should the soups 141d the fish, the as larp as the areas Of Great Britain
turkeys and the ducks and the vege- and Irelaad combined. California. Mon-
tables and the salads and the pies and tana or the two Dakotas united are as
the puddings and the ice cream be mar- large as any of the Europearvonarchles
%haled in codrses, but these courses I have mentioned. Oh, the immensities
The hum of tb. turning mills.must all be of good quality. Then the as well as the geographical poosibili-
gardens Should contribute their finest ! ties of our American possessions! A Hard, hard Maas for the country.
and 
tdo 
the
t h e paiitpumpkins, the vineyards their most ' noted English statesman once said: ImBute
witting
darkness
ng of 
thima flown
e 
s
!Ilici011e fruits and the orchards their I "The American people, in reference to The answer of God at last?richest juices. Then the cooks must their enormous valuations of land, are Yes, at last the day I. breaking,
try to outdo themseivea by testing the like a lot of spendthrift boys who have Andthtehe lights on th
first. fair 
rdhisills
shakingiecred recipe, for the mince pies-these fallen heirs to a fabulous fortune. They I 
And o h throb of the moving mills.recipes which the cooks guard as jeal- do not know how to appreciate their A Natioa of Happy Illosatia.really as the patent medicine men do good fortune. Born with a golden spoon another MOW for national rejoicing:the formulas of their "cure the" or as in their mouths, they think all other
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By Rev.
FitANK Dt %inn TALMAGE. D.D..
Pomace of Jefferson Park Presire,
terian Church, Chicago
that famous Delaware family does the
secrets by which It is able to hold as a
monopoly the making of gunpowder for
the nation. A Thanksgiving day for a
hungry boy and no banquet! It would
be a farce, an absurdity; a wedding
without a bride, "Hamlet" without the
Dane. a spring carnival of flowers with
no May queen, an orchestra without
music, a comedy, a merrymaking with
empty Mabee. a Barmeelde feast!
We have never fully outgrown our
early respect for the culinary master.
nieces of the Thanksgiving kitchen.
We hope that we never shall. But to-
day we would interpret our text from
a higher standpoint than the hungry
boy's stomach. We would apply it. In
the figurative sense, to the banquet of
eTatitude, the bauquet of love, the ban-
quet of divine mercy-the banquet
which King Solomon described when
he wrote these words: "He that is of a
merry heart bath a continual feast"
It Is in order to recount some of the
many mercies, both national and do-
mestic, that I preach this sermon. May
our hearts, one and all, he joyful on
the coming Thanksgiving day!
God's Goodness and Mercy,
My purpose extends beyond the day
Itself. Next Thursday, by presideutial
and gubernatorial appointment. we call
to mind our national mercies and as a
nation render thanks to him who has
crowned the year with his goodness,
but his bleSsings to us as individuals
are so many and so great that they de-
Uland what Solomon in any text calls a
continual feast. Not alone on the com-
ing Thanksgiving day, but every day
from year to year as we receive daily
bounties from his hand, should our
hearts beat with love and gratitude to
him ebose goodness and mercy follow
us all our days. Thanking him for past
mercies, trusting hlm for future bless-
ings, let us rejoks. that we have a God
so good and kind, .and thus let our
thanksgiving becemo perpetual and our
glailnees conthauel feast.
Let us rejoice over our 1111',It)finl poi-
1/41(310CIS geographical. %We have a coun-
try. not a little island like Erigland; not
:I reclaimed seat bottom like Holland,
tic-,r a collection of mountain tops like
Switzerlond. nor a harborless territory
like Austria, nor a national chicken
coop like Portugal, nor a menaced gov-
ernmeet like France, with the frown-
Ma guns of Metz trained upon her cap-
ital. hut we have a land stretching
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. from
!.11e great lakes to the gulf stream. Our
wheat fields arc the Red rivet valleys
at the Ditkotes. our coal mines the inex-
haustible veins of Pennsylvania and
(ado. our cotton fields the snow-like
treasures of Louisiana and Alabama,
!ay fragrant gardens the Floridas, or
the "land of flowers:" our vineyards
and orchards the Michigans and the
Californias, our pools of Bethesda the
!width springs of the Virginias and the
Saratogas and the Arkansas. Our riv-
ers are the mighty Hudson. the Mis-
aiss'ppi and the Missouri.' Nature has
alven ems as altars at which to worship
(he storm riven rocks of Mounts Wash-
ington and Shasta and Pike's peak.
which are . old enough to have heard
God thunder from Mount Sinai and
Mar. hearts way have been shattered
at the tragedy Of Calvary. Fertile and
aeautiful our land! Yes.. It is situated
in the temperate zone, the best of all
dinettes. The intense tires of the troll-
ies cannot burn it, nor the refrigerat-
ing blast of the far north freeze It.
Truly It is with us as with the pro-
ph' who inherited the promised land:
'Re Lord thy God bringeth thee
a g*Td land; a hind of hrooks of01 r.nintains and depths that
out of valleys and hills; a land
wheat and liarky and vines and
9g !roes and pemegranates; a land
af oil, olives and honey: a land where-
in thou shalt eat bread wit bout sea roe-
11(.55 - thou shalt not lack anything
in it; a iland whose stories are iron,
and out ,of whose bills thou mayest
dig brass, When thou host eaten and
art full then thou shalt bless the Lord
thy God for the good land which he
bath given thee."
Our National Possertgion•.
Good ;lilt only In roforeoce to it, fer-
linty, but also in size. The United
•
nations oat their soup with the same
kind of a ladle." Let us today thank
God first for our national possessions
geographical.
Casa* Par Tlaaakfulabbsa.
Another cause for national thanks-
giving is our country's industrial pros-
perity. It Is one thing to possess a for-
tune; it is quite another thing to be
able to make that fortune interest bear-
ing; one fact to be "land rich," an-
other fact to be "land poor." Many and
many a man has been hurled against a
financial wall and his business life
squeezed out in the bankruptcy court
not because be did not own a fortune,
but because he could not make market-
able at the time the securities he pos-
sessed. Many years ago a prominent
railroad man was taking Thanksgiving
dinner at our home in Brooklyn. Dur-
ing a walk that afternoon our guest
made a statement which will never
leave my memory. "De Witt," said he
to my father, for they were old school
friends, "If I live one year more I shall
be worth a million dollars; if three
years, three millions. But if I die
within six months my estate and In-
vestments are in such an involved con-
dition that I shall be worth practically
nothing." lie died within SIX months,
and his fears in reference to his estate
were verified. Now, our country has to
be thankful for Its blessings geograph-
Pal during the past year. It has also
to be thankful because it has been
blessed industrially. Never since' our
government was founded have there
been greater harvests or a vaster tide
of transportation west to east and east
to west; never a time when our fac-
tories have been so overworked; never
a time when there has been so much
money to spend and in circulation;
never a time when labor has been re-
ceiving so much for its services. So
overcrowded are some of the factories,
with orders that, though they may
work night and day, they cannot sup-
ply the demand for shoes, gloves, hats.
linen, hosiery and overcoats and um-
brellas, wagons and automobiles and'
all the necessities and luxurlea of life.
The only scarcity today in the business
world is the scarcity of men. Work?
There is plenty of work for every hon-
est man capable of doing any mechan-
ical work who is not a shirk, a loafer
or an incapable. Today ought we not
to be thankful that every man is able
to earn his bread by the sweat of his
brow-that work, blessed work, is with-
in the grasp of all?
Our Industrial Prosperity.
The opportunities industrial with
which this Thanksgiving day of 1003
has been blessed are the more to be
appreciated because they have for a
dark background the financial panics
of 1893 and 1896 and 1897. In busi-
ness so extensive and diversified as
ours there hive been losses and perils
and ominous disturbances, but we have
survived them. and the general trend
has been prosperous. They tell us that
our laborers receive two and one-half
times as much as those of England.
three times as much as in France, four
times as much as in Germany, five
times as ulna as in Russia and six
times as much as in Italy. They tell
us that in some parts of Europe the
peasants weer wooden shoes and that
there are countries where the wives
amid mothers .and daughters of farmers
are sometimes hitched together as cat-
tle to drag the plows through the fields.
They tell us that in India a capitalist
can hire a clerk or a laborer for .1 cents
a day to work for fourteen long hours,
and upon that 4 cents per day the poor
wretch has to board himself. Ile live.,
for the newt part iii 'on a daily ii in lfil
of rice, and when a tide of seareit::
comes unless charity saves him li
starves to death. lint, though fore'gn
labor may receive but a mere pittance
for its services, some of us can reliant-
her, during the panic days of 1896.
when hundreds and thousands of men
here could not get work at any price.
We remember when at night the floors
of the Chicago station houses were
crowded with a half starved, unkempt
mass of humanity. striving in every
way to get work and yet unalde to find
It. If yen have not fathomed any of
the deep miseries of those dark years,
then rend a tragedy as intense and
t-;rid aa William Shakespeare ever
wrote. Read the pathetic nutoblog-
repiq of W titer Angatetus Wyckoff,
the Princeton professor who wrote the
ter books called. "Workers East" and
"Weri.ers Al'ettt." In order to learn by
personal experience the condition of
the unskilled worker, he left his pro-
fessorial choir during those dark years
and tried to support himself as a day
laborer. He plodded through the
streets of our great cities day in and
day out. lie pleaded for work, lie
pleaded with starving eyes and parch-
ed tongue. He lived among human
brutes who were once men. but who
had become embruted by hunger and
were wild because they were starving
and could not find work. 0 my broth-
er, on this coining Thanksgiving day
be grateful. Deep down in your heart
be grateful that there is now work,
plenty of work. for all honest, capable
men who are willing to work.
It's been hard times for the country
Under the stripes of red,
Giving us thorns for roses.
Giving us stones for bread.
But they're singing a song of promine
That rings from the vales and hills,
And we're hoping to hear the music
Of the wheels of the grinding mills.
It's been hard Unlit; for the muster
And never the fault of the soil;
The seed still followed the sunlight
And climbed to the scythe of toll.
And the fields were piled with plenty,
But still by the vales and hills
There wag never the song of the turning,
We are, as a nation, a great 01111wit1on
of happy homes. As a people, we love
onr own firesides. The nom that is
most honored in our ears Is not that of
'moral or prince.or king or cardintil,
but that of father and mother, hus-
band, wife, brother, sister, son. daugh-
ter. grandchild. So honored are the
domestic terminologies among us that
one of the greatest eneomiums ever giv-
en to our martyred president William
McKluley. was that he was a tender,
hiving husband. The best speech be
ever made, the one that touched most
deeply the hearts of his countrymen,
was not a political speech, but the gen-
tle words he uttered to his sick wife.
To her he was never impatient, never
uakind, always the tender and protect-
ing lover and friend. Those little lover-
like attentions to his invalid spouse
thrilled American hearts because the
American nation is essentially a col-
lection of loving, happy homes, •
Of course in making such a statement
as this we do not affirm that the Amer-
ican people are entirely free from do-
mestic scandal and divorce courts, but
we do affirm that, In comparison with
the millions upon milllotui of happy
American homes, unhappy homes are
the rare exception. And we do affirm
that the longer we live the dearer those
homes become to us day by day. I
know that this fact is true in reference
to myself and my many friends. When
I was a boy I was sent away to a mili-
tary boarding school. People said that
I would get homesick when I left my
mother and sisters. Well, that was
true. I did get homesick. But as a
small boy I never got so awfully home-
sick In leaving my mother and sisters
as I do now when I have to leave my
wife and my children. Why, home is
becoming so precious to me that people
say I am getting foolish and unreason-
able about it. I. myself, not only
never want to leave home. but I never
want any of the members of my family
to leave it. If one of my children is
gone even for a night there is left a
great, big aching void. Is not my his-
tory that of almost every one of us?
Are we not, one and all, members of
happy homes? Shell we not then thank
God for the love that glows aroand our
firesides, for our many blessings do-
mestic?
Cause For National Gratitude.
Another cause for undone! gratitude:
Our national solidity and political per-
petuity. This was not always self evi-
dent. When the United States govern-
ment was formed there were thousands
of foreign statesmen who derisively
shook their heads. These wiseacres
said: "That nation will never be run
successfully. No people were ever com-
petent to govern themselves." But,
strange to say, just as the scientific
wiseacres argued against the practica-
bility of Robert Stephenson's locomo-
tive, and it ran after all, so, after the
Revolutionary war, the United States
government ran smoothly and success-
fully. It ran In spite of the evil proph-
ecies that kings and princes and ELMO- I
peen statesmen uttered against it.
Then came the dark clouds of the
civil war. Oh, how dark and ,hdcr
threatening were thdse clouds! The
eannonadings of the most awful at-
mospheric thunders were not louder
than the roarings of the guns at Vicks-
burg and Gettysburg and Atlanta and
Petersburg. The worst flashes of at-
mospheric lightning never blinded the
eyes as badly as did the flames of burn-
ing homes in the southiand or the
sheets of fire leaping out of the can-
nons' monthe and the sharpshooters'
rifles. "Alma!" again cried the Volitical
Wiseacres or Europe. "The govern-
ment for the people and by the people
has at last heard its funeral knell!"
But the dark clouds rolled away, the
sword was turned Into the plowshare
and the spear into the pruning hook.
nett thank God, the government "for
the people and. by the people" still
lived.
'Under God's Guardianship.
Now, my friends, there have been for-
eign depredators of our form of gov-
ernment. and there have been domestic
depredators also. There have been po-
litical agitators. decade after decade,
who have tried to convey the idea that
this government, of ours was built tip-
••••••••••• 
an the quteksands. that the corner stone
of our national capitol would be, top-
pled 'over unless this or that man was
elected pretildent of the United States.
These domestic political agitators had
their heyday in the tirst half of the
past century. When rtenry clay was
defeated for tlitepresidency in 1814, my
grandfather cried like a little child
My father said of him that -be, like a
host of "Prince Harry's" followers,
thought that the stability of this coun
try was forever destroyed. Clear down
to the time of the election of a Grant
over a Greeley and a Garfield over a
Hancock and a Cleveland over a Blaine
we have heard the old story that the
prosperity or the failure of our govern-
ment depended upon the election of
this or that man. Now. thank God, as
a nation we have lived long enough to
know that the strength of this country
is not dependent upon any one man.
any one hundred men or any one thou-
sand men. The strength of our cattail,'
today is vested in. the masses of the
people, the common people, and as long
as the people, the conanon people. te-
main true to Crod so long will the gov-
ernment at Washington gloriously live.
The responsibility of the chief execu-
tive groWs greater as the influence of
the country inereases. May we ever
seek out the wisest and best of our
statesmen for that high office. But let
us never be unduly alarmed. The des-
tinies of this great nation are in the
hands of the King of kings. To him
on this coming Thanksgiving day we
bend the knee and commit to him the
future of our beloved country. 'Though
through a political blunder a bad or a
foolish man were elected to the presi-
dential chair and as a consequence
peril menaced the nation, yet It Ste
held fast our faith, out of the are the
government would emerge purified and
trinuiphant, preserved by the almighty
power of the God of our fathers.
Imetly, we lisle cause for Wittingly.
Ing in the homage now being paid to
this nation by other governmenta, Our
power and our rectitude are come to
recognition, and on all hands our
friendship is sought. Our former ene-
mies are now our moat enthusiastic
friends, and instead of detraction we
are greeted with approbation and adu-
lation.
The Giver of Blessings.
The time, also. has passed away
when any one great nation can live a
hermit's life. The laws of trade and
commerce have made all nations next
door neighbors. Commodore Matthew
C. Perry in 185-4 earned immortal fame
by opening the doors of Japan to the
United States' merchant ships. Now
all national doors are iwuug upon
double hinges. They swing in. They
swing out. Even China's commercial
doors are unlocked to the commerce of
the world. English capitalists hold
American securities, and American cap-
italists are Investing in China and Ja-
pan and Italy and in English and Ger-
man securities. The purse strings of
the world are more and more becom-
tug international. Any financial flurry
here gives the Bank of England a chill,
puts the Australian money market iu
a friglit and causes financial trembling
at Paris, St. Petersburg and Berlin. If
Turkish bonds are refused liquidation. The building of a home has been
the Mediterranean waters are blacken- many lu .nan's start toward the bulk:-
ed with foreign men-of-war coming to log of a fortune. Many cannot NW*
collect their bills. Thus more and more without a definite object in view.
the interests, moral and temporal. of They go on paving rent, year after
the different nations are being bound year, with no thongnt of the future.
Let together by fetters of gold. More and the
outhlten tucliymore the different governments are
having to treat each other kindly and Building Cil Loan Abasehelpfully, because when a nation strikes 
of Hopkinsville, Ky., help you,at another nation it is beating the life He- pry C Ga Presout of its own heart. War is becoming
so costly that It is almost a forbidden J E. McPherson Sec.luxury. The blessings of peace are be-
coming more and more universal-
peace. whieb will make our fields gold-
en with grain, our homes happy with , SOlove, our hearts aglow with a desire
for the best welfare of our neighbors,
both national and international. and
which will keep our altars sacred to
the God, the great Father above, from
%whom all blessings flow. Oh, the hap-piness, the joy, which should attend
our Thanksgiving day of 1903!
On this glorious Thanksgiving day
let us give God the praise for what he
has done for us as a nation during the
past twelve months. We rejoice that
the fear of ruining international com-
merce is putting a restraint on kings ,
Time
efying
Teeth
9ambitious for war. The real potentates
of the world are the kings of the liar- fit well, wear wellvest field, the mines and the foundries,
on whom the crowned heads of the na- and yet not expendstions must depend for their resources.
These are in the control of the King of sive•kings. witcre is the kingdom, the power
and the glory forever. To him we offer
our adoration, and in him we trust. guaranteed
To him may sincere thanksgiving be a •
upon every lip and 'wing in every heart
May we praise him! Praise the, Father.
the Son, the Holy Spirit! Praise the
triune God. Praise him! Praise him! I
Praise hint'! "Let everything that hath
breath praise the Lord. Halleluiah, for 1
the Lord God omnipotent reigneth!"
Halleluiah, amen and-amen!
If Copyright. 1903, by Louis Klopsoli. I
You Know What You Are
Taking
Mom .....•••••••....
Constipation
And sal yymptems and
Results of IndfraltIon
Aheelvieli removed by the Held
DR. CARLSTEDT'S
GERMAN LIVER POWDER
Mosey refunded ft you are net plessod
with rosette; has cured thoesianda
—why alt you
Jiff. E., h. }Lockett, a presainest 111441sdlaDt of
constipation inestion, and was patrol /ed
IR artillIth le I 4.4,wial a metro. foe teen trot'
ts:to try Car ist:41 .8 GWYN Loper
owder by sehtwhesa it dose gnat good.
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Nasal
CATARRH
Il Ha mar&
Ors Ursii Balm
cleanses, 'cashes end heels
the diseased inembreas.
It cures cstarrh sad drives
sway s cold is ism&
quickly.
Bream Ulna Is placed isse the Dawes, spread'
over the piembreoe and is absorbed. 31,60.! is tor
abeam* sad a we follows. akis sot drytag-.118.1
sot mans saasehig. Larrallide. IMO diaila at lbw
gads or by milt 'hada" 20 Walk
7ILT Ilit0111/131, Pt Warns NM Talk
Monificnts1
Marble
and Granite.
High Grade Work a Specialty,
Established Over 60 Yeats,
Sam'l Hodgson
Tbna.
all11111161111111111111111111RIP-
If you wish to
Own-Home
our plan of
Loaning
will interest you.
nt, •
That look well
All work is
•
ou1sv111c
Dalai
Parlors
- 
Summers Building, next to Court
When you take Grove's Tasteless House, Hopkinsville,Ky. Tel, 168-3
Chill Tonic because the formula is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it is simply Iron and Quin-
ine in a tasteless form. No Cure, No
Pay. We.
J. 'W. SMITH
Veterinary Snrgeon.
At Layne & piaeley's stable, 9th
St. Telephone MO.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Attorney-at-Law
Office in City Hall.
HOPKINSVILLE. -IIKENTUCKI
OZMANLIS
ORIENTAL
SEXUAL
PILLS
Bars, Prompt, rOldtivp
Care for impotetwe, Lost
f Mar hod, 8ernina1
Emissions, 8permatorrhea,
Nervousness, Self Disinare.
Loss of Memory, dc. Will
make you a STRONG, Vigor-
ous Man. Price 11.00, 6
Boxes. 86 00.
8oecial Directions Relied
with each Box. Address
Wiwi: Eton Valmont Cei,
2919 GAS Am
ST. Louis. • NM
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAMCleanses and beautifies the halt.Pror.,gas • luxuriant roe th.Never Pails to Restore GrayHair to trot Youthful Color.Cara snip aware* At hail Wig*50,1, and $1.00 it Drones%
•
1011
4
45
f
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CHRISTIAN COUNTY
NAMED FOR A PIONEER
HERO.
It is just a common cold, people say,
there's no danger in that. Admitting their
statement, then there are uncommon colds,
*olds which are dangerous; for many a
fatal sickness begins with a cold. If we
weld tell the common cold from the un- ; It
common we could feel quite safe. But wel
sant. The uncommon variety is rarely one
recognized until it has fastened its hold on '
the lungs, and there are symptoms of con-
sumption.
At the first symptoms the careful person
will heed the warning by taking a mild
laxative t• some vegetable pill that will not
disturb the system or cause griping. About
the best is "br. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.•
If the cold starts with a cough, and it
persists then some local treatment for this
eondition should be taken. A well known
alterative extract, which has been highly
recommended by thousands of users, ispr. Pierce's Golden hiedieal Discovery.
This tonic compound is composed of an
extract of roots and herbs and has a sooth.
tug effect upon the mucous membrane,
allays the irritation and at the same thne
wts in the proper and reasonable way,
at the seat of the trouble—the stagnated or
poisoned blood.
It contains no alcohol to shrivel up the
blood corpuscles, but makes pure rich red
blood.
Dr. Pierce's boo-page illustrated book,
'The Common Sense Medical Adviser," is
sent free in paper covers on receipt of 21
esse-cent stamp: to pay coat of mailing only.
For 31 stamps the cloth-bound volume will
be sent. 1oc8 pages. It was formerly sold
foT $1.50 per copy. Address Dr. lit. V. Mbreover, Christian county has
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y,
other claims upon our interest. The
1 Noted Indian Fighter—His
Death Created a Sensa•
tion in Kentucky.
Fall
Clothin
Fall Samples
Are Now Ready For
Inspection.
e 4Suits From $14.00
Pants From $4.50
Cleaeing.
Pressing, Repairing,
Etc.
Edilbuncan
Professional Cards
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Or Lula C. Oldham,
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduates American School of 01-1
teopathy. Kirksville. Mo. We are
frsiduates of the two years' course
-equired by all reputable schools of
eiteopethy) consisting of four terms
of five months each, actual class at-
te Aimee.
(Mice first house south of Methodist
°hurt+. Consultation and examina-
tion fse.-.. Ph .e. set,
Hunter Wood, Hunter %Note' Jr
Hunter Wood CI Son,
Atty.-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
over Plaiiters Bank.
HloPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
arSpeetal attentien to eases in
batik ruptcy.
••••••
HAMPT3N FOX,
Attorney•at-Law
And Teacher of Book-keeping. Short
hand and Typewritiog. Uuarniiteee
salasfaetiou to iudustrious pupils.
At nmetsta in necuring lucrative po-
Whole.
()Mee. Ni' ilm Main St.. Yorts Blk
g.a...ramma
Ehe
New York World.
Thrice-a-Week edition.
READ WHEREVER THE ENG-
, .LIsH LANMJAUE IS
SPOKEN
The Thrice a-Week World long ago
esteblielied itself in public favor and
it 1- now reeortiized as the stretigest
p ibticatioo of kind in the
States. A•!verti8r8 and publishers 
.Col. Chrietiaii
seekbig cl u 'Ming combi lust intms—aud
they know best—universally testlfy.lituands 6114:1 at tha head of
to tido. Jr is widely circulated in ik,onipany endeavored to suppress the
event state and territory of the un-
ion, and even in remote South Attica ITOry spirit in his quarter of Virginia
and on the gold fields iu the deserts {throughout the revolutionary sit ug-
of Australia. These are the thhigsli
6 that te!1. gle. At the conclusion of the war he
Next year we have the presid"Itial ;represented his county in the Vir-
campaign, in which all Americans
are deeply interested. Already the :gin ia legisliture for several years,
issues are being discussed and the'sustaining a high reputation for his
two great parties are lereparitig for H
the first moves. You will hot want to civil as well as his military talents.
In 1785 Col. Christian emigrated tomiss any details and if you Aubscrihe I
now your year's subscription will
cover the campaign from beginning !Kentucky and settled on Eeargress.
to end.
4 The Thrice-a-Week World is 
obso-l'he death of Col. Floyd, desci Hied
lute!). fair In its political news. Par- ley the present writer in an article
tisan bias, is never allowed to affect 101 
"F.oydeburg," rendered 'Chris-its news columns, and Democrat and
Republican alike can obtain .In its kian's location peculiarly acceptable
page-8 truthful accounts of all the
great political contests.
In addition to all the news,, the
Thrice-a-Week World furnishes the
best serial fiction, elaborate umerket
market reports and other features of
interest.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00 per
year and this pays for 158 papers. We
offer this unequalled newspaper and
the Weekly Kentucky New Era to-
gether one year for $1.50.
The regular subeoripti in price of
the two papers is 112.(X).
becomes quite impossible for
who admires and honors the
brave leader of the Lost Cause to re-
gist what Browning calls
Au itch, a tang,
A sting, to write."
And when one comes to the very
county of Kentucky in which Jeffer-
son Davis was born, it Is almost im-
possible to write of anythiag or ary-
body else. When writing of Larue
county the all-pervading "Lincoln-
eeque" atmosphere bad the bailie in-
fluence. But there is no longer a
North or South and it is best for
those who make mid those who write
history to suppress the feelings that
would find utterance in deed and
word too vigorous.
k
rugged scenery in which Pilot R.,cs
Is tbe most noble specimen, the river
that absolutely loses itself for milee
and the remarkable spring near St.
Elmo compare favorably with the
attractions of any part of the state.
Christian county, named for Col.
William Christian, was formed in
1796. The that settlement iu the
county was m ede in 1785 by John
Montgomery and James Davis, from
Virginia, on tne west fork of Red
river, where they built a blockhouse
At or near the blockhouse was a
large cave, which served as a hiding
place fur themselves and their fam-
ilies when attatitaed by Indians.
Col. Willi im Chtistiau was a na-
tive of Augusta county, Va. He was
educated at Stanton and at an early
age commanded a company attached
to Cu!. Bird's regiment, which was
at the frontier during Braddock'.
war. In this service he made a rep-
utation as a brave, active and eine
ieut officer. Upon the teilumatiun
ot Indian hostitities hc married the
sister et Patrick Henry.
It is interesting to watch the ca-
reers of these uien who made the
early history of Kentucky. Col.
Christian, in 1774, having received
the appointment of colonel of militia,
raised about three hundred volun-
teers and by forced Matches made a
distance of 200 miles with the inten-
tion of joining forces under Gent.
Lewis at the mouth of the Great
Kanawha. He did not arrive, how-
ever, in time to take part in the bat-
tle at Polut Pleasant, which occurred
on the day before his arrival,the 10th
of October, 1774. In 1776 he was a
member of the *tate convention of
Virginia. The following year, when
the digagreement between Great
Britain and her colonies had delop-
ed hit° revolution, he Wati appointed
colonel of the Virginia regulars and
took command of 1,200 troops in an
expedition againit the Cherokee In-
dians. No battle or memorable event
took place on thiS expedition, as the
thane sued fur peace stool obtained it.
After returning from this expedition
his coin-
a militia
io that section of the state, when a
inen of his knowledge of the Indians
and one of his character and intelli-
ence was much needed.
In April, 178d, a party of liolians
Crossed the Ohio river and stole a
number of horses, and, with their
Osuai will-o'-the-wisp movement re-
,
twosome! the river, and, thinking they
'Were in no danger of pursuit, leisure-
etroyed. His death created a strong
selisatton iii Kentucky. He was
brave, intelligent and remarkably
popular.' —Collins.
Tile act:omit, taken by Collins frt m
Vlarehall'e history, vol. I., page 228,
varies in some particulars from that
which appears in the biographical
sketch 01 Lieut. Gov. Bullitt, who
belonged to the party of Col. Chris-
tian.
As the writer sits today in a hotel
in the mountains of West Virginia,
listening to the low sweet song
Southern negro who sits in the boot-
black's chair, he cannot but recall
the words of Collins in hie sketch of
Jefferson Davis, under the heading
of this very county.
"Jefferson Davis is an uncommon
man. A fierce antagonist, an uncom-
promising enemy, unflinchingly de-
voted as a friend. Success is the
test of merit, and the failure of the
Confederacy has obscured the noble
qualities that belong to him. To the
thoughtless he is but a rebel. Yet
had ,it been established his name
would have been third only to those
of Washington and Robert E. Lee.
The Confederacy failed with him—it
could not have succeed with any
othsr."
—HARRY ALLEN DliNNIS in Lousi-
vine Times.
A Runaway Bicycle,
rertniunted with an ugly cut on
time leg of J. B. Omer, Franklin
Grove, Ili. It developed a stubborn
ulcer unyielding to doctors stud rem-
edies for fold years. Then Bucklen's
Arnica Sa.lv s cured. Its just as geed
tor burns, scalds, skin eruptions and
26t at L. L. Elgin's and Cook
dt Higgins' drug stores.
Married Sunday.
Mr. B. E. White and Miss Pearl
Sherbet', of the Johnson's Store
ueighborhood, were joined in mar-
riage Sunday afternoon at the home
al the bride.
Millionaire's Poor Stomach.
The worn-out stomach of the over-
fed snillionare is otter paraded in
Ins public prints as a horrible exam-
ple of the evils attetidant on the pos-
eessieh of great ealth. But million-
aires are not the only ones who are
aftlieted with had stemaene. Time
proportion Is far greater among the
tuilere. Darapepsia amid, indigestion
are rampant among - these people.
and they suffer tor worse tortures
than the millionaire unless thei*
avail themselves of a standard medi-
cine like Green's August. Flower,
which has been a favorite household
remedy for all stomach troubles for
over thirty-five years. August
Flower rouses the torpid liver, thus
creating appetite and intoning per-
fect digaeition. It *ones and vita-
lizes the entire system and makes
life worth.' living, no matter what
your station. Trial bottles, 25c; reg-
ular size, ifie. At all druggists.
GEN. STUART DEAD
ly hunted amid traveled to their
towns. Col. Christian hurriedly
raised a company alai started ill hot
pursuit. Having fouial the trail, by
a rapid touvemeet he overtook the
Indians about twelve nmiles from the L. & N. AFTER CLOSER
river, and attacked th. m. "A bloody
battle ensued in which Cut. Christian •
aud eme only of his Dien were
The Indian force was entirely de-
Nearer Route to St. Louis
and Better Opportunity
For Competition.
PLANS SHORTCUT
CONNECTIONS.
According to a press despatch, an
Interesting railroad rumor has been
just received at Clarksville to the ef-
fect that the Louisville mb Nashville
railroad is planning more direct con-
nections between ..iashville, Term.,
and St. Louis. Mo. In order to ef-
fect this plan, the idea is said to be
construct a new line from Ilygeia
Si rings, 'fella., located half way be-
tween Nashville and Guthrie, Ky.,
on the Henderson division of the L.
& N. to Clarksville, there to conuEet
with the Princeton, Ky., branch of
the L. & N., and from Princeton to
build on to tillawneetown, a com-
paratively short distance, from
wiitch place there is already a line
lute St. Louis. This would, it is
sent, shorten the hue from Nash-
ville to St. Louis at least seventy-
live miles, and do belay with the
contemplated necessity of double
tracking the Henderson division in
,•rder to handle tne hicieasing traffic
of the road.
Surve, ors were in Clarksville the
other day iuneiimg lines in the east-
ern part of that cit.) ,nd au employe
of the L. eit N. is said to have admit-
ted that the plans of his road are
ouch as above outlined. Tbe ad-
ditional outlined. The additional
advantages of this proposed line
would be to give direct connection
uetween Clarksville and Nashville,
a better opportunity for compe-
tition with the Tennessee Central
and the Illinois Central northwest
and throughout this immediate sec-
tion of country.
 ale 
Cured Consumption.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater,
Kan. writes; ''My husband Isy
sick for three months. The doctors
said that he had quick consumption
We procured a bottle of litillard'e
Horehound Syrup, told it cured him
That was six years ago. Since then
we have always kept a bottle' in the
house. We connot do without it.
For coughs and colds it has no equal
25e, 60c, $1.00. Sold by Andersen &
Fowler.
MANY SOULS SAVED
(From Monday's Daily.)
The revival at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church closed last night
with a crowded house to hear the
pastor at the last service. There
have been over thirty profession.,
and seventeen additions to the
church; others will join in the .ar
future. The revival was a success in
,every respect.
Constipation.
Health is absolutely impossible if
constipation be present. Many seri-
ous cases of kidney and liver trouble
have sprung from neglected consti-
patine'. Such a deplorable coudition
is unnecessary. There is a cure for
It. Herbine will speedily remedy
matters. C. A. Lindsay, P. M.,
Bromisen, Fla.. a-rites Feh. 12. 191)2:
"Having tried Herhine, r find it a
firm.-,remedy for Constirntion." 50cyears, from a complication of
bottle. Sold by Anderson a: Fowler.
itch troubles. He was graduated
from West Point and entered the
regular army, but resigned and join-
ed the Confederate forces in 18‘11, ris-
ing to the batik of brigadier peneral.
Since the war Gen.: Stuart has re-
sided in Baltimore.
YOUR HAT
(Special to New Era.)
BALTIMORE, Nov. 23. —Gen
George M. Stuart died at his country
home at %Vest River, Anne Arundel
county. Sunday, aged sixty-five
4111••••••
May 13e a Stylish One, But It Makes
Trouble.
Climatic Cures.
 '1111_....111111111=11110111111
WORTH A KINC'S RANSOM.
Sfvec 17-orn ow-Peruna
ce2e1sç°41 Saves
COW'
B ns. COL.. E. J. GRESHAM, Treas-urer Daughters of the Confederacy,
and President Herndon Village Improve-
ment Society, writes the following letter
from Lierndon, Fairfax county, Va.:
Herndon, Vs..
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, 0.:
Gentlemen—"I cannot speak too high-
ly of the value of reruns. I believe
that I owe my life to its wonderful
merits. 1 suffered with catarrh of the
fluted and lungs In its worst form, until
°Y)1?-dec
/44
the doctors fairly gave me up, and Ids.
spaired of ever getting well again.
"I noticed your advertisement and the
splendid testimonials given by people
who had been cured by Peruna, and de.
termined to try a bottle. I felt but little
better, but used a second and a third
bottle and kept on improving slowly.
"If took six bottles to care me, but
they were worth a king's ransom to
me. I talk Peruna to all my friends
and am a true believer In its worth."
—Mrs. Co!. B. J. Gresham.
Thousands of women owe their lives
to Peruna. Tens of thousands owe their
health to Perms. Hundreds of thou-
sands are praising Parana in every state
In the Union. We have on file a great
multitude of letters, with written per-
mission for use in public print, which
can never be used for want of space.
Address The Perim., Medicine Co.,
Columbus, 04 for a book written espe-
cially for women, instructively illustra•
ted, entitled "Health and Beauty." beat
tree to women.
AsK lour Druggist for a free Peruna
Almanac for 1904.
AUCTION SALE
LAYNE & MOSELEY'S
Next Monthly Auction Sale of
Mules& Horses
Will be held ftt.heir Stile Stable
in Hoolitnsville. Hy.,
Saturday, Dumber 5th.
Sale COMMAPC0R at 10 o'clock shsrp. This will be a
hg sale and a large lot of miles and horses will he sold.
Bring in lour GOOD mules and horses as we expect some
buyfrs for this class of stock.
30 Head Jerseys!
We will also sell at aaction on !he snme day thirty
head of thoroughbred and ; igh uralio .Tersev Ccvvs and
Heifers. Tnis i part of the Asylum herd and extra niceThe Influence of climatic condi-
tions consumption is lot of stock and will be a Tare cllanc, to hnyMon in the cure fine Cow,
very much overdrawn. The poor pa- Cattle sale will begin at 1 o'clock sprompt.
tent. and the rich patient too. can
do much better at home by proper
attention to food digestion, and a
regular use of German Syrup. Free
expectoration in the morningis made
certain by German Syrup, so is a
good iiig,ht's rest and the absence of
that weakening cough and debilita-
A man usually buys a LA that's "in ting night sweat. Restful nights and
style," but the modern hat or men h
-a4 the eXhatistion due to Coughing, thelots to answer fur.
Baldheads are growing more numer- greatest danger and dread of the con-
ous every day. Hats make excellent
breeding places for the parasitic germs
which sap the life from the roots of the
ilair'iWhen your hair begins to fall out and
your scalp is full of Dandruff it is a
sure sign that these countless germs are
busily at work.
There is but one way to overcome the
trouble and kill the germs—that way is
to apply Newbro's Herpicide to the
scalp—it will kill the germs and healthy
hair is sure to result.
Bold by leading druggists. Send 10c. in
stampe for sample to The Herpicide Co..
Detroit_ 
_Mich. 
Tim nt uss & TI /she- rn peeiR.1 Agents
One Minute Cough Cure
For ikoug4s, Colds and Croup.
eumptive, can he prevented or stop-
ped by taking German Syrup liberal-
ly and regularly. Should you be able
to go to a warmer clime, you will
find that the thousands of consump-
tives there, the few who are benefit-
ted and regain strength are those
who use German Syrup. Trial bot-
tles, 25c; regular size, 75c. At all
druggists.
It Keeps the Feet Warm
and Dry.
Ask today for Allen's Foot-Ease, a
powder. It cures Chilblains, Swol-
len, Sweating. Sore, Aching, Damp
feet. At all druggists and shoe stores,
26c. o28-8w
LAYNF R flEY
East 9th 'tree', Ky
Poe7-7re4 1;079,
Peim-raiVhez,,
A57zarrnai 'd,
.7.;l2fdre:11
Telefranh,
And For
acealoyzde
rut- BEST /3 THE CHEAPEST
Agit 10 Dille, Ay.
Northeast Corner 2nd and Waliitit St', eta.
Seven experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his Bee. Gradu-
ates of this college preferred ,by business houses. School open all year,
students can enter at any time. Business houses supplied with competen
office help.
IN JUST ONE MONTH Ayer's
CREAT PREMIUM CON- We know what all good doc-
tors think of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral. Ask your own doc-
tor and find out. He will tell
TEST WILL END.
Twenty-Five Sublicribers to
Receive Handsome and
Valuable Presents.
Only a month now remains before
the great premium contest now be-
ing conducted by the New Era will
close. Christmas is a glad and hap-
py time of the year which is looked
forward to by all on account cf the
festivities incident to that season
and also for the more substantial
joys of making and receiving pres-
ents. The New Era realizes this
fact and as a Christmas 8ffering will
present twenty-five of its subscribers
with handsome and valuable pres-
ents. Several hundred have already
come in and taken advantage of the
offer by either paying back-accounts
or subscribing and paying in advance
have placed their tickets in the
wheel, from which they will be
drawn on Dec. 29, the drst twenty-
five to be awarded theepremiums.
The committee who . will have
charge of the drawing w111 be Mayor
Jouett Henry, Judge Douglas Bell
and Major E. B. Bassett. These
gentlemen will select a child who
will be blindfolded and who will
d the the tickets from wheel.
After the committee examines it and
decides that it is genuine the name
of the winner will then be read aloud.
A ticket is issued for every EgOe paid
on subscription to either, the Daily
or Weekly. No nurnbere figure in
the drawing, as the ticket are blank
and the person to whom it is issued
writes his tisane and address on it
and drops it in the wheel. If the per-
son whose ticket draws a prize is not
present at the drawing he will be
promptly notified and the premium
held subject to his order. The pre-
miums are numbered, a barrel of
flour being No. 1, the sewing ma-
chine No. 7, another barrel of flour
No. 17, the shut gun No. 24 etc.
Remember the contest closes Dec
29 and be sure and either ;subscribe
or pay up yoer arrears by that time
so as to get a chance at the twenty-
five premiums. All poetinissters are
authorized to receive subncrietions.
Read al. for full particutarS.
SOLDIERS FOR ST.LOUIS
It is stated that the Kentucky state
guard will be sent to St.' Louis next
spring to take part in the World's
Fair exercises. The Louisville Le-
gion will be reorgarized.
Cherry
Pectoralt 1:
you how it quiets the tickling
throat, heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls tlie
hardest. of coughs.
,Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is well known in
our family. We think it I. the best med:cino ti
KATIE PETERSON, Petaluma, Cal.
in the world for coughs and colds."
25c., 50c.. 1.00. sli:oe.eAl IT. EnytV;:
AU
 
wdruagtsts. or
Hard Cou„..dhs
xeseenent_One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime -vet
hasten recovery. Gently lee.aVe,
FACTS IN THE CASE
"INDEPENDENT" COMPA-
NY WANTED TO SELL.
Communication In Which
People Here Will Be
Interested.
From the Clarksville, Tenn., Leaf-
Chronicle of June 29, 19080
Nashville, Tenn., June 27, 1903.
The Leaf-Chronicle, Clarksville,
Tenn.:
Gentlemen :—Feeling that the citi-
zens of Clarksville and Montgomery
county are entitled to full informa-
tion in regard to any and all matters
which may affect their welfare is the
excuse for this communication.
In the American Telephone Jour-
nal of Jane 13th.. appears the follow-
ing sentence in a communication to
t from Clarksville, Tenn., viz:
"The Clarksville Telephone com-
pany is now building its lines south-
westerly through Tennessee, intend-
ing to reach Memphis, and is also
extending to Louisville, Ky., and
Nashville, Teun., and has made ar-
rangements with the Toledo, 0., com-
pany, by which it will reach a num-
ber of cities and towns in Kentucky,
Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. The
Clarksville company is a competitor
of the American Bell—or, rather, the
Cumberland, which is a part of the
Bell system—and is the property of
capitalists in the city from which it
takes its name."
The arrangements referred to as
having been made with the Toledo,
0., ccrupany, by whic it was to
reach the edges and towns, etc , is
explained as follows:
(Telegram.)
Toledo, 0., June 24, 1903.
sot 
 President Cumberland Teteptione Co.
Nashville, Tenn.
Would like to meet you in Nadi-Mr. Joseph L. Harris and Miss Nel- vie le
lie Jeffries were married at the borne pees.
Happy Couples.
of the bride Wednesday afternoon at
4 o'clock, Rey. J. D. Wyatt pronounc-
ing the ceremony.
Mr. George Scott and Miss Alice
Murphy were married Wednesday
night at the home of the bride at
Fairview. Rev. W. H. Vaughn, of
the Baptist church, officiated.
BALLASTING BEGUN.
Ballasting on the Tennessee Cen-
tral from this end of tbe linelhas be-
gun. Yesterday a train of eight or
ten cars of gravel was received from
the pits near Ashland City or this
purpose. The ballasting of the road
Is being pushed with all 'possible
speed and the road has been icraveled
to a point near lock A. It will be
about thirty da7s before this work is
Thursday and Friday. Bush
Answer . W. W. JONES.
To which I replb d on the same
day as follows:
"Telegram received. Will see you
Thursday forenoon."
Mr. Jones came according to ap-
pointment, and stated that he de-
sired to dispose of the opposition
Telephone Company at Clarksville,
Tenn. ;that they had invested $110,000,
and were willing to take $115,.000 I
replied that we would not be willing
to give them $15,000, to say- nothing
of the $100,000.
So that it appears that the arrange-
-tient with this Toledo company was
1 0 CHART THE SEAS.1
CREAT WORK HAS BEEN
UNDERTAKEN.
Commander W. H. H. Sontherland,
son-in-law of the late Dr. James Rod-
man, is chief hydrographer of the
United States navy. In his annual
report, copies of which have been re-
ceived in this city, he says the office
has in progress the preparation of a
series of charts intended to cower ev-
ery navigable portion of the world
excepting the Unitea States coasts,
so that United States vessels may be
supplied charts of "our own produc-
tion for every region that they may
be called on to whit," and no risk be
run in time of war of our being un-
able to obtain an article abselutely
essential for the safe navigation of
our vessels.
The publication of a series of sail-
ing directions intended to cover the
entire globe is in progress and world
charts for 1905 for the use of naviga-
tors, which are to represent the mag-
netic declination and inclination and
the horizontal intensity of the earth's
magnetic force are in course of pre-
paration.
"In the North Pacific alone," says
the report, "there are tbousandri of
reported dangers to navigation, the
existence of the great majority of
which has not yet been accurately
determined.
"The question of danger from deri-
Hots," says the chief hydrographer,
"is becoming a very grave one to
mariners, particularly to those who
traverse the trans-Atlantic steamer
routes." He expressed the belief
that it would be wise for the govern-
ment to specially detail one properly
equipped vessel to patrol the trans-
Atlantic lines from our coast to the
Eastern limit of the Georges bank.
Mr. Eugene F. Whitlow, of Cadiz,
and Miss Mallie Duncan, of this city,
were married Wed. morning at ten
o'clock at the residence of the bride's
parents on East Ninth street, the
ceremony being pronounced by Rev.
H. D. Smith pastor of the Christian
church. The wedding was a very
quiet affair only the immediate fam-
ilies of the contracting parties being
present. Immediately after the cer-
emony Mr. and Mrs. Whitlow left
for Cadiz, 'where they will reside.
The groom, who is a son of Mr. F.
M. Whitlow, formerly lived in Hop-
kinsville and has a large number of
friends here. He is a master mechan-
ic and holds a responsible and itera-
tive position at Cadiz.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Duncan, and is one of the
prettiest and most attractive young
ladies in this city.
Mr. Chas. B. Matthews and Miss
Mamie Cully were married at
Louisville this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock and will leave at once for
San Francisco where their honey-
moon will be spent. The bride is an
attractive and acoomplished young
lady and the groom is a popular and
worthy gentleman who has many
friends in Hopkinsville.
The Louisville Courier-Journal
says:
"With the daughter of the bride
and another handsome young wo-
man, the daughter of the bridegroom,
St Telegraph company. kings ever celebrated in this city
Yours very truly, took place yesterday evening at theJAMES E. CALD WELL, Galt House. The newly marrieddlt President
' couple were Mrs. Lizzie Elliott an
John Hurst, both of Clarksville,completed.—Clarksville Leaft-Chron- Not a hick Day Since.
fee. "I was taken severely sick with Mr. Hurst is a wholesale grocer ofkidney trouble. I tried all sorts of
Cmedicines, none of which relieved larksville, and is one of the most,
Work Is Pushed.
with the expectation of reaching 
, each with her husband, as attend-these many states and cities over the
ants, one of the most unique wed-lines of the Cumberland Telephone
i me. One day I saw an ad. of your influential and wealthy citizens of 
Electric Bitters and determined to that place. 'His bride belongs to en! try that. After taking a few doses I old antpreminent family in Tennes-
The work of widening and Improv- felt relieved, and soon thereafter 'ing the exteneion of Campbell street was entirely cured, and have notbetween the Dalton and Petriie prop- seen a sick day since. Neighbors of
I erty being pushed rapidly and will mine have been cured of rheuma-tism, neuralgia, liver and kidneybe a great convenience and benefit to troubles and general debility." Thisis what B. F. Bass, of Fremont, N.the people living north of Eleventh C., writes. Only 50c at Cook Se Hig-street. gins and L. L. Elgin, druggists.
see. They left last night fer an ex-
tended bridal trip, which will include
Cuba. They will reside in Clarks-
ville.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cave
Digests what you eat.
THE BIG
ANDERSON
SHOE'
To the many friends who are
waiting for 'The Big Anderson Shoe'
we are glad to announce they are
here. They come as they always
were----the biggest value in shoe
leather a man ever bought. They
come in extra heavy Oak Kip stock== 
madewith heavy double sole—for
men's rough wear only
--price $1.50.
J. H.
ANDERSON
& CO.
DUMAN COMPANY
WILL PLAY A WEEK'S EN-
CACEMENT.
First Repertoire Troupe of
Season at Holland's
Opera House.
Robert Sherman and his big com-
edy company must be mascots, for,
despite the horrible weather which
prevailed, they opened to a crowded
house.
"The show is one of theibest.that
ever visited the city, every member
being an artiste. Everything goes
with a vim and the show was a big
hit last night throughout. Too much
cannot be said of Mr. Sherman, as
he is an actor of real merit. Among
the specialty people are Fred Hub-
bard, Miss Nellie Thomas, Harry
Brady and Miss Juno Barrett. A
moving picture machine and illus-
trated songs added much to the en
tertainmeut of the audience."—Bar
aboo, Wis., Post.
The above company will open a
week's engagement at Holland's op-
era house, next Monday night, Nov.
30. Ladies will be admitted free
with a party holding paid 300 ticket,
if purchased before 7 o'clock Monday
night.
When you don't feel right—are not
yourself—but don't know what is the
matter, try taking Walther's Pep-
tonized Port.
It is just a good common sense tun-
ic that works in a natural way.
It is simply a combination of pure
pepsin, nature's own digestive agent
—with that fine, old tonic—good port
wine.
If it doesn't do the work you need
a doctor.
If you are not in need of a doctor it
will do the work.
Do not experiment with patent nos-
trums of mysterious make-up, which
you would not touch if you knew
their composition.
Small size 50c, large' site $1. For
sale by Anderson ST, Fowler and J. 0.
Cook.
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Me Celebrated
German Specialist,
Prof.
Samuel
GOLDEN
Gives
Physical Treatment
by Massage. 
The Greatest Treatment of the
20th Century.
Prof. Golden thoroughly understands his profession. He grad-uated in'Germany 15 years ago, in 1888. Take advantage of this op-portunity all who wish to learn it, women or men.
Prof. Golden is prepared to teach this great science to any whowish to learn THE MASSAGE TREATMENT. All the physicianswill tell you it is the greatest treatment of this age where any oneunderstands this great science and how to treat it in all its branch-es. Prof. Golden is no M. D. but he does understand this physicaltreatment.
This is jus'c what you are looking for, something to make youstrong, well and happy. Go and see him and be convinced.
Up Stairs, R. E. Cooper B'l'dg., Main St
Over Planters Hardware Co. OFFICE HOURS-9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
We are after new business.
Your
Business
in 
Furniture,
 Carpets
and Stoves
We believe that once you trade with es that we canso make it to your interest that you will trade no whereelse. Out stock is large and of good assortment.
Finely Quartered Oali
Furniture Our Specialty.
No furniture is as pretty or more substantial. A trial isall we ask.
Keach Furniture Co.,
9th St., Near Main.
ee.
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